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Abstract 
The hybrid permanenl magnet hyrtereris ryn~hronour (PMHS) motor has many 
distinct advantages over conventional penanent m:gnet or hysteresis motors. Based on 
the features of PMHS motor srsucture and the models of permanenr magnet and 
hysteresis, the magnrdc equivalent circuit and electrical equivalent circuit of the PMHS 
molar are developed. An analytical model ineluding the derivation of state mriable 
equations in rhe tlme domain is also developed. The transient current, torque and speed 
during the rtaning and synchronizing praeess have been calculated by solving the stare 
variable equations numericaily. Reasonably gwd agreements between the computed and 
experimental results of a 5 hp PMHS laborato~y motor conflrm the validity of the 
proposed analysis. 
Pro~rammed sinusoidal pulse width modulaoon. w h ~ h  ir based on the digital 
signal processing (DSP), is used for the PMHS motor vector coatol. Using the 
frequency domain approach, the direct and quadrawre axis current conrrollsrr are 
developed. The control algorithms are then put into a farm that could he implemsntcd 
directly on the real-time digital system. Finally. an experimental verification of the 
algorithm is carried out by measuring Ihs stator line current ar different frcqucncier. 
For the rpred controller design, first. the general expression of Ute developed 
torque of  the PMHS motor is derived. Upon controlling the stator current &, to be zem. 
i,, becomes the only controllable variable. The speed eantrollcr design is based on the 
symmetry aptimizatlon. The performance of the speed cantmller is then demonstrated 
with several real-time experiments, and ir ir shown to possess the desired characteristics 
m terms of rise time and overshoot. The mror position and speed responses are quite 
rmaoth in a wlde speed *age and w~lhwt  any oscillation. 
The complete experimental DSIIOZ DSP based drive system has been butlt. A 
detsiled description of [he System general hardware and software is discussed. Finally. 
the eiperimenral results of a DSP based PMHS motor vector control system are given. 
Tk motor is controlled ruccerrfuliy at invener frequencies i Hz to 60 Hz . 
The lransicnt and steady state performances of current and speed show that the 
vector conrml of the PMHS motor has imponant features far rmoalh and qua, operation 
over a wide range of speed. The experimental rcsulr* verify the sffectivsncrr af rhs 
motor models for high performance PMHS moror drive. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Thir thesis ir concerned with the analysis. vector control system design and 
implementation of a permanent magnet hysteresis synchronous (PMHS) motor. 
1.1 The Present Status of the Hysteresis Motor in High 
Performance Drives 
Since the prersnetion of the theory of hysteresis torque by Stsinmclz [I] in 1908. 
much work has been done on the theory and practice for hysteresis motors. In the 
1920's. hysteresis motors were used on electric elackr, control mechanisms and relays. 
In 1940, Teare 121 ptlblished a melhod dcalculating the molar torque from known field 
configurations of magnetic flux and magnetomalive force in the hysteresns material. 
Tho devciopmcnl of mw magnetic materials hnving mow hysteresis energy per 
unit volume of the material, like aluminum nickel and cobalt based alloys, has led to the 
production of hysteresis motors from fractional horse power to several kilowatts rating 
[31 Hysteresis motors have emerged from the re te  of an mgineering curiosity lo quite 
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widely u r d  small motors. The research effons of  lhe past decades bear rertimony to the 
rapidly growing impomme in  the developnlent of different types of small and integral 
hone power hysteresis motors. According to my rcarch. 225 reprerenrativs papers ab~ut  
hyrteresi~ motors have been published h r n  1908 to 1996. A l l  of the research works on 
hysrererir moton may be classified as failosr: 
( I )  Basic theory about hysteres~s torque and analysis of hysteresis motors bared 
on the approximarion of representing the hysteresis loop by either elliptical or 
parallelogram models: 
12) General equivalent cireutts in  which hamonicr, end winding and slotting 
effects are ignored. 
(3) Field analy~ir using Maxwell's equations and numerical methods: 
(4) The analysis o f  the effects of high harmonies and stator rlatunp: 
(5 )  Over excitation and solid-state conml: 
(6) The rNdy of  the hysteresis reluctance motor and the permanellt magnet 
hysteresis motor. 
The hyslsreris motor is widely used in small motor applications. It has not only 
simple conrtructional features with conventional stator windings and a solid mlor 
hysteresis ring, but also high built-in self-naning torque during the run up and 
synchronization period. 11 has no rotor slols and thus i t  has law noise during operation. 
There advantages make the hysteresis motor specially suitable for applications. such as 
in  gyms, pumps. liming and marding equipmenl in  which consmnl torque, synchronous 
speed and quiet operations are required. i n  spire of there advantages, the commercial 
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hysteresis molar still suffers fmm many iimitationr. e.g.. high magneliring cumnt, low 
power factor, and low efticiemy arsocirted with high parasitic losses (41. 11 also has two 
additional subtle disadvantages for hhh accuracy drlves such as in gymrcapss. One is 
the flutrcr associated with synchmnour speed [S]. When the rotor reaches synchronous 
speed. the mtor flux Feaxr to s w s q  around it, and residual flux dsnricy 8, of the 
hysteresir malerial on Ole mror is relatively fixed. As the eddy current torque disappears 
at synchronous speed. the motor behavcs as a temporary permanent magncl motor 161. 
However, when random dirrurbsncer happen, the rerultnnt poles will move along the 
mtor surface, thus the mror will oscillate around the synchronous speed at a low 
frrquen'y of 3-5 Hz. The ober disadvantage is that the hysteresis motor has no preferred 
synchronizing point, and the mtor position compared with the mtatlng magnetic fieid h 
random. This gives r i a  to the gyro dining errors. Figure 1.1 iilullrater the rtaning 
toque characteristics of a hyrlere~ir morar [ll. The hysteresis and eddy current lorques 
are denoted by the dashed lines. It iv to he noted that the resullnnt toque has high 
built-in rtening and rynchmnizing capabililier. 
1.2 The Starting Problem of Permanent Magnet 
Motors 
The history of the permanent magnet (PM) motor is closely related to Ihe 
deveiapment d PM materials. Pemnent  magmt materials have been developed in 
several distinct slag*: 
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(I) NaNrai PM materials which were d~seavered in  the prlmllive period: 
(2) Commercial PM materials were manufacrured in 1930's under the name of 
Alnico family series: 
(3) The barium ferrite PM materials were developed in  late 1950's: 
(4) Ths rare sanh Fmansnt  magnea(REPM) Such as samarium cobalt. erc. were 
developed in  late i 9 W r  and early 1970's: 
(5) The Neodymium-Iron-Boron (NdFcB) magnets were mads available in  the 
1980's. 
The magnetic parameters whteh are !mpannnt in  developing PM molorr are' 
( I )  Residual flux density 0,: 
(2) Coercive force H.: 
(3) Maximum energy products (BH,). 
The PM motors have been developed over a long period o f  time. I t  was reported 
that the first PM motor war built in  19Ws Yet !he first motor with commercial value 
war only built i n  1947. when the General Electric (GE) Company built the Arn 
cammereial motor using Alnico material. Dunng !he period of 1900-1970. there existed 
two major problems in  the design of PM motors. First, due lo rhe low enemy pmducu 
of the PM materials. the air sap flux war Lower than !hat of a d.c. motor. Secondly, the 
B-H curve in  lo second quadrant is easily subjecad to demagnedzalian for is low 
coercive force. For a PM generator, !he rotor flux may be reduced to zero if a shan 
circuit occurs. while far the PM motor however. i t  is subjected to a reversal of flux 
each time it suns up. Thus the permanent magnet motor presents a more revere problem 
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of demagnetiratian than a permanent magnet generator. There rhon-comings have been 
overcome since the advent of rare earth permanent magnets in the 1970's. For example. 
the maximum energy products of permanenr m g n e e  increased fmm 3.8 MGOe, in 
barium fcrrilc lo 51 MGOe. in NdFeB magnets. The technical merils of the PM motor 
have w i v e d  wide atnntlon. Sane of the notable works have been reported by Rahman 
I81 and Richler 191. The (ethnical repon by Richer of the GE wmpany pmvides detailed 
feasibility studies of energy conservation and economic heneflt of using PM motors 
instead of induction motors. The advanrages of using a PM motor are apparent. The 
efficiency of the PM motor has pmved to be higher than that of the induction motor, as 
the winding losses (FR) of the ralar due a, slip are eliminaled. 
Permanent magxl  synchmnous motors haw several distinct advantages namely. 
high efficiency, high power factor, and higher stability. Smooth brushless operation and 
simple mtor construction of permanent magnet synchronous motors offer additional 
advantages panicularly far high speed applications. However, the permanent magnet 
synchmnm motor, when operated st line frequency, has a major drawback during the 
starling period iu the magnets generate a brake torque which desrpasss the starting toque 
and rrduces the abi:ity of the mtor to rynchmnize a load. With the help of cage winding 
sufficient accelerating toque is provided. When the motor reaches symhmnour speed. 
the cage mque is reduced la zero, whereas the magnet torque becomes the sole source 
of motor toque [lo]. Figure 1.2 shows the lypical magnet brake torque, cage lorque and 
resultant torque of the PM motors during the starting process. 
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1.3 New Hybrid Motor - Permanent Magnet Hysteresis 
Motor 
The prmanent magnet hyrtere~ir rynchmnous (PMHS) motor ir a new kind of 
motor which has received considerable attention in recent years [ill-[ISI. The 
combinat~on of PM and hysteresis materials in the mtor of the hybrid motor has many 
distinct advantaps over the conventional PM or hysteresis molars [lo-171. The hybdd 
motor in whish the permamm magnets are inserted into the slots at the inner surface of 
lhe hysteresis ring is called the permanent magnet hysteresis synchronous (PMHS) motor. 
The rotor strumre of the PMHS motor is rimpic and the oquiml cage winding is 
eliminstcd because it has the built-in smning torque. It has high pull-in and pull-out 
torques and high efficiency [IS]. 
During asynehmnaur speed. the motor torque conrists of the hyrtcmlir torque, 
eddy cumnt torque and prmanent magnet brakc torque. At synchronous s p e d  the motor 
torque consist8 of the hysteresis and permanent magnet torques. It combines the 
advantageous features of both the hysteresis and permanent magnet motors. The negative 
effect of the magnet brake mrque is ideally compmated by the higheddy current torque. 
panicularly at the starling and tun-up perid. This hybrid PMHS motor has great 
potential for applications in gyms. electric vehicles, air conditioning, compressor pumps. 
robotics and high performance industrial drives requiring constant torque, a wide nnge 
of s p e d  and quiet operation. 
1.4 Motor Drives 
Electric moton have been the workhorses of industry for many yeas. The three 
basic lyper of deesic motors. m e l y  the dc. induction and synchronous morarr. have 
served industrial weds for nearly s cenmry [IS]. In r e m a  years, intense research effon 
has mated other variations of motors, such as bmshle~s dc motors, permanent magnet 
motors, and switched reluctance mororr in many applications. 
DC maton have tnditianally dom~oated the domain of drive systems. Although 
the d c  motor is more expensive, lhe eontml principles and convener equipment required 
are somewhat simpler in dc drive$ [19]. The field magnetomorive lorce (mmn and the 
a m a u r e  mmf of a dc maror are decoupied. Tlie torque of a dc motor depends on 
rrmamre cumnt and field flux (T rr I,'?,), and the field flux depends on field cumnt 
(?, cr I,). This decaupled feature provides enhanced sped rerponre far the torque 
characterisdcs. The control of torque is normally achieved by contmlling the armature 
current with consan1 Beid current. Field weakening is employed to increase h e  s p e d  
heyonda base speed. Thesimplicity and flexibility of eonlmi of the dc moton have made 
them suitable for variable speed applicationr. However. the main disadvsntagcs of the 
dc motor are its commutators and brushes, and the frequent maintenance required for iD 
operation. It is also restricted by lhcsparks which come from the mechanical commvcdmr 
system. These m Q r  problems of dc motors make lhem unsuitable for hazardous and 
maintemnce free operation. 
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The induction motor is a lugged, reliable, and less expensive ac machins. It has 
been the economical workhorse for use in ac drive applications during the past decades 
[ZOI. Variable frequency drives originally used open loop and voltiherrr control to 
regulate motor flux. Ther  motors arc found to be satisfactory for low-performance. 
cost-effective industrial drives. Clored-loopcontrol with slip regulation Is introduced later 
for improved drive performanee. Another control method that is alren ued for flttx 
regulation is based on the co-ordination of stator current and slip kquency. A current 
sou- inverter is suitable far this drive. Unlike the volVhenz control. the current-slip 
frequency control technique is somewhat independent of slator parameters. Hence, flux 
regulation can be achieved even at low rpctds [ZI-221. 
Both the valUhem and current-dip frequency contml pmvide satisfactory 
steady-state performance. The valllhenz control scheme requires closed-loop current 
regulation as well as accurate sped measurement. Therefore, bath these methods are 
somewhat complicated to implement and fail to provide satisfactory transient 
perfarmace. Field orienotion is a vector control technique that provides a method of 
deeoupling the two cornponenu of stator current: one producing the airgap flux and the 
other produfing lhe torque [231. Therefore, it provides independent control of torque and 
flux. which is similar to a separately excited dc motor. The magnitude and phase of the 
currents are controlled in such a way that flux and torque components of the current 
remain decoupled during dynamic and datic conditions. Several methods have been 
proposed lo implement field oriented control. Basically. the schemer can be clarrified 
into two gmups: the direct method of field Orientation, and the indirect method of field 
I0 
orientation. The direct method of tield-oriented canna1 was originally proposed by 
Blaschke 1231. The method requires flux acquisition, which isdetermined by computation 
techniques using machine terminal quantities. The indirect method of fieid-orienled 
control was originally ptopo~ed by Hase (241, and it avoids the requirement of flux 
acquisition by using known molar parametes to compute the appmpriare mator slip to 
ohrain the dssired flux position. Thc scheme of indirect control methad is simpler to 
implement than the direct method. Hence the indirect method of induction motor control 
ir becoming more popular. However. the induction motors have inhcrenr disadvantage 
of slip dependent mlor copper 10s. and there is Ihs problem of  h a t  extraction from the 
motor core. The molon arc either two or fwr pole types, lhus Ihe motors need large end 
windings snd con~iderable back iron yoke. This panly causes its weight to  increase. 
Ihe synchromus motor is becoming a strong competitor with the indu~tion motor 
in the variable-speed drive domain. The main advantages, as compared m the induction 
motors. are the elimination of rMor copper loss and the narurai ability to supply reactive 
current. In a rynchmnaur motor. the magnetization is provided thmugh the rolor circuit 
inrtead of the stator Hence. the molor can be built wilh a larger airgap without degraded 
performance. 
In recent years. them has been an emerging gmwth of prmanent magnet (PM) 
synehmnaus motors 125.331. In a PM motor, the rotor field is supplied by permanent 
magnets The main advantage compared to the conventional rynchmnous motor is the 
elimination of the f~eid coil, dc supply, brush gear and slip "118s. Hence. lower iorr and 
a less complex mator can be obtained. In a PM motor here is no pmvistan for rotor ride 
I I 
excitation control. The control of the PM motor ir done enlinly rhmugh the stator 
excitation wnnol. Field weakening is porribk by varying the direct rrir cumnr to 
Oppose the rotor mgnct flux. 
Applications of these permlnently excited rynchronaur motors are found in 
various industrial drive systems, such as aerospace, machine laols. robotics. pmision 
tcniles. elc. The bmshless permanent magnet synshmoour motors a n  simply kmwn as 
permanent magnet x motan. There motors nn either line start or inverter fed types 
whose polyphase stator windings are simultawously switched on via balanced polyphaze 
supply voltages. 
There is anatkr typs of modem small blushles permanent magnet dc motor, 
eommonly called brushless dc motor. Incidentally, there brushless de motors are 
polyphase prmamnl magnet synchronous moton which are eleetmnicaliy cornmutated 
and sequeaielly switched on. They are mostly used for control pulpores such as 
computer disk drives, robotics, automation. high qualitytumtabie~ and tapeeapaans, etc. 
[341. 
High psrformsnce in tlts ac motor drive is achlcvcd thmugh the vector control 
rckme. in which the motor's nonlinear properties and rnultivariable parameters are 
linearized and decoupled. The performance of the controlled ac motor, in a wide range 
of load and speed, is much like a separately excited dc motor. Vector control may be 
performed in various configurations and has become a rather malure teclmiagy. 
A micmpmcsssar bared control o f  the hybrid permanent magnet hysteresis 
synchronous motor was first reported by Rahman and Qin In IR3 [17]. However, there 
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remain many pmblemr yet to be solved. Some of the topics are listed below. 
( I ) .  It is neccsraty to establish an accurate analytical model of the PMHS motor. 
rush as stare variable equations, derailed equivalent circuit and torquc equation, which 
are needed for theoretical analysis. rimulation and real rime impicmcntation of the veeror 
control. 
(2). In the coMml system of  the rererenee 1171. the xarch cotls present several 
disadvantage such as reliability and noise immunity. For rhsre reasons, to eliminate 
rearch coils fmm the motor stator is a matter o f  concern. The rotor flux wil l  be s~timated 
from on-line current, mtor position and speed 
(3). The srabiiity o f  !be motor at low speed range, frequency less than 10 Ilr. 
needs to be improved. Thereby the drive motor wil l  operate In all speed ranges. 
(4). Because of the speed limitation of analog to digital (AID) and digital to 
analog (DIAI circuits in the Labmaster boad  which was used in  reference 1171. a high 
speed digital signal pmcessar (DSP) e needed far more complex vectol control of the 
PMHS motor. 
1.5 Objectives of the Thesis 
This thesis has two major objectives. The ant is to establish an accurate 
analytical andeontml model ofthe permanent magnet hysteresis synchmnous motor. This 
wil l  include the models of permanent magnet and hysteresis. the magnetic equivalent 
circuit and electrical equivalent circuit. the stale variable analysis model of the PMHS 
motor. 
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The second objective is to develop and ruccerrfuily implement a digital signal 
pracessor bawd vector contml system for Ihe permanent magnet hysteresis rynchranour 
motor in  a wide speed range. Thir wil l  include the design and implemcntaian of 
programmed sinusoidal pulse width modulation, digiral current and rpeed canrrailers. 
digical filters and a complete experimental DS1102 DSP bared vecior control PMHS 
motor system. 
1.6 The Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis Is organized as follows. A rnalhematicai m a h l  for ths PMHS motor 
i r  developed in  Chapter 2. The derivation of both the magnetic equwalent circuit and 
electrical equivalent circuit is presented. The PMHS motor model far both transient and 
steady starc operations is also pmnted.  Using state variable equations. slanlng and 
synchronizing perf~rmancsr are predicted by salving rhe stale variable equation3 
aumerlssliy. The experimental resulu are also provided together with the comparison of  
the simulation results during starting and synchronization. 
Chapter 3 describes the operation of  he inverter used ra drive the PMHS motor. 
Fim. the ideal operation of Ihe inverter is reviewed fmm the point of view of a 
modulation ryakm. The voltage space vector is then used lo derive the expression3 of  the 
inverter operation. Next. the generation of  the sinuroidal pulse width modulation (PWM) 
by the digilai signal processor i r  dircusred. Thc detailed analysis af the logic relations 
of  a switching sequence is presented. Finally. the pmgrammed three-phaw sinusoidal 
pulse width modulation voirage i r  generated through the DS1102 DSP board. The 
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necessary interface circuit betwen the DSP board and the invener is developed. And a 
shoot through time delay circuit has been built to prevent the upper and lower tranriswrs 
of each leg of the PWM invener fmmeanduct~ng simultaneously and rhoning the power 
ruppiy terminair together. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the analysis and control of the eurrenl ioop, and dsveiapr 
a fi:lly digital current controller for the PMHS motor vector control. The derivation of 
the rotor frame model for the PMHS motor Ir briefly rewewed along with (he necessary 
convenlon ~ranrfarmarions between the motor terminal voltages and eumntr and the 
corresponding direct and quadram= axis quantiria used in  the model. Next. the 
regulation of d-q axis eumns using the eonventionsl slator frame line cumnt contmilerr 
is shown to introduce nonlinear speed dependent coupling between the direel and 
quadrawre axis currenu. The qundrature and direct axis current conlrolierr a n  then 
developed The contmlhr derign is carried out i n  the frequency domain. Expcrimenral 
results are also presented in Chapter 4. 
Chaprer 5 concentrates on the development of the digital speed controller. The 
PMHS motor torque is discussed in  different control conditions. Next. the derivation of  
the speed control ioop transfer functinn is prerentrd in  detail. The eoamller design is 
carried out by using the symmetry optimirationtrehnique. Fimlly, irnplementationdRalls 
and experimental resuits are presented. 
Chapter 6 compieier the development of the vector eontrai ryslem for the PMHS 
motor by specifying the controller algorithm aml by combining i t  with the results of the 
previoul chapters. The hardware and soltware implementation of the DSP based PMHS 
i s  
motor vector cantmi System is presenied. A general dmriptian of the ~yrlem software 
and hardware requirement? is provided. A derailed description ar the  requirements for 
implememing the system is presented. Finally, the performance of the PMHS motor 
vector eonmi system is iilusrraled by several enperimsne. The experimental result? 
demonstrate the cffcelivenesr of the new approach for the high performalre PMHS motor 
drive. 
Chapter 7 provldes the summary. sondusian, and suggestions for future work. 
The contributions of this thesis are highlighted. 
Chapter 2 
Modelling of PMHS Motor 
2.1 Introduction 
The objective o f  this chapter is to develop a mathematical model for the 
permanent magnet hysteresis motor suitable for the simulation and application of  real- 
rime digilal control techniques. The model paramelen are related to the moror structure 
and dimenrions. Analytical expressions ars developed wherever a closed form expression 
can be obtained. 
The discussion wil l  start with the introduction of the PMHS motar rrmcture. The 
features of this structure and the assumptions tnvalved i n  developing the equlvalem 
magwric circuits and eleclricsl equivalent circuits are alsu presenled in this section. 
An analytical model including the derivationof slate variable equations in the time 
domain is presented. The transient current. torque. speed, and flux linkages during the 
stsning process have been calculated by solving the Itale variable equalions numerically. 
2.2 PMHS Motor Structure 
Fig. 2.1 shows Ihe 4-pole mtor a~xmb l y  of the PMHS motor. The ,?tor conrisls 
Fig. 2.1 Rotor conflgurallon of the PMHS motor 
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of a hysteresis ring made of 36% of cobalt steel alloys. This hysteresis ring is supponed 
by the aluminium sleeve and the sleeve is keyed to the motor shaft. Reluctance grooves 
for the permanent magnets are cut fmm the inside diameter of rhe hysteresis ring and the 
Neodymium I n n  Bomn (NdFeB) magnets are insened i n  the sloe. This inrerior type 
permanent magnet hysteresis mror eliminates the drgap undulations due to the mrar slot 
openings. I t  thus minimiser the flux parasitic losses [161. The stator has standard three 
phase Cpoie windings like those !n induction or rynchronour moton. The magnetic 
prapenies of NdFeB permanent magnets and cobalr-sled hysteresis material a n  listed in  
Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Pmpenirs o f  the hysteresis and PM materials 
Where B, is the residual flux density of the magnet. H. is the coercive force of  the 
magnet and & is the relative permeability of masnet material which is determintd fmm 
the motor's operating point of B-H curve. 
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2.3 Magnetic Equivalent Circuit of A PMHS Motor 
2.3.1 Model of Permanent Magnet 
One of the NdFeB magnets o f  the PMHS motor in Fig. 2.1 is shown in Fig. 
2.2(a). The magnet has a radial length I. and an angular width Zu. The dcmagnetiratian 
characteristic of a NdFeB magnet material is shown in  Fig. Z.Z(b) [35]. The 
characteristic is linear over the entire remnd quadrant and the linearity extends to the 
third quadrant. In normal use, the magnet operation is limited to Ihe first and second 
quadrant only. Driving the magnet past the remancnce into the fint quadrant normally 
csureJ no harm. as this is in  the direction of  magnetization. At extremely high stator 
curreon, the point of operation on the demagnetization characteristic can move to the 
lhird quadrant. If Ihe operation in the third quadrant extends to the nonlinear pan. some 
p m n e n t  demagnetization of  the magnet occurs and the mul l ing recoil line is mughly 
parallel to the stmight line shown in  Fig. 2.2(b). Hence the peak revene magnetic fieid 
that the magnet can be safely subjected to is H, fmm Fig. Z.Z(b), afler which the 
demagnetization curve becomes nonlinear. When the magnet is rubj~cted to this peak 
reverse magnetic field, the flux density in  the magnet reverser and has a value B, as 
shown i n  Fig. 2.2m). 
Due to Ule linearity o f  the characteristic over the operating range, the magnet can 
be modelled as a conslant mmf source F, in  Eeriss with a constant reluctanw & where 
F, and &are given by 
F,=H.I. (2.11 
where I, is Ihc magnet thickness and 
Fig. 2.2 Demagnetization eharaclerirtic of NdFeB magnet [351 
(a) NdFeB magnet in the PMHS mlor 
(b) Demagnetization eharacrerirtic of NdFeB magnet 
.=- 
POP. , P 
12.21 
where I, is the rotor length and d, is the mean diameter of rotor at the magnee. 
2.3.2 Model of Hysteresis 
The flux 6 in the hysteresis material is related to its magnetomotive fore  F by 
the idealized B-H relationship and the hyrtererir loop is represented by a parallelogram 
as shown in Fig. 2.3(a) and 2.3(h) [36]. In Fig 2.3(b), the slope of ltne bc is I/&, and 
the slope of line ah is IIP,, where and 31, are UnraNraIed and samratcd reluclances. 
re~pectiveiy. Fig. 2.3(a) may be used to determine the flux distribution for a given 
magnetic potential distribution. The analysis can, however, be simplified and generalized 
by producing a simplified model of the hysteresis charaeterirtic. 
Fmm Fig 2.3(h) the equation of line hc is wriuen as 
So the line bc can be represenled as the superposition of iim F=31*.Q with the slope of 






model slope I/*, 
slope 
(f)  (9) (h) 
Fig. 2.3 Steps in producing a simplified hyrtsreris loop modcl 
F-31,(+-+ol 
Let Rbs = LQ. - Rby, then quation (2.6) will be 
where rnd = Rns + WhY)rnOlRhB. SO the line dc is r e p m t e d  as the superposition of line 
F=B,+ with the slops of liR8. and the line F=Rh.(+-$,') with Ihe slope of  l/%hv 
Thus the first pmcerr of simplifying the parallelogram madcl is shown i n  Fig. 2.3(s). 
(d) and (e). The Fig. 2.3(c) is represented as the superposition of Figs. 2.3(d) and (s). 
In Fig. 2.3(e) the equation of  line d'c' is 
Thus Fig. 2.3(e) or Fig. 2.3(0 can be funhcr simplified as the rupcrpositian of a line 
with lhc slope of l/RhB and a rectangular loop as shown in  Figs. 2.3(g) and (h). 
respectively. 
As shown above. the parallelogram model is represented as a linear reluctance 
LQh. i n  series with a vertically sided U F  characterislic as shown in Figs. 2.3(d) and (e). 
The linear reluctance 8," has an effect which is equivaicnr to an exlension of the air gap. 
The nonlinear chalactsriai~ of Fig. 2.3(0 can be funller simplified by representing i t  as 
a linear reluctance Rh. in  parallel with a rectangular loop nonlinear element as shown in  
Figs. 2.3(g) and (h). So the parallelogram as shown in  Fig. 2.3(h) is Rnaily represented 
by Figs. 2.3(d). (g) and (h). 
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2.3.3 Magnetic Equivalent Circuit 
The foliowmg arrumptian~ are considered in  rhs derivation of the PMHS motor 
model. 
(I). The stator is assumed to have sinuroidaily distributed windings. 
(2). The magnetic flux is radial in  the air gap and circumferential in the rotor 
hysteresis material. 
(3). The d d y  currsm and hyrteerir effects in  t k  mtar hysteresis material are 
taken into account i n  the caves of bath run-up and synchronizing operations. 
(4). The 8-H loop of the hyrtererir masrial is modelled by a parallelogram 1361. 
The magnetic equivalent circuit of the PMHS motor is shown in  Fig. 2.4, where 
F,,,, : the primary magnet motive farces in the d-axis and q-axis 
Olh* : flux through idealized hysteresis element in  d-axis and q-axis 
9,. : flux rhmugh permanent magnet material 
%,, : air-gap reluctance i n  d-axis and q-axis 
8,. : saturated incremental reluctance 
IhN : unrarurated incremental reluctance 
3,. : inner leakage reluctance of permanent magnet material 
9. : leakage reluctancs 
For the convenience of analysis the simplified version of magnetic circuit i r  shown in  
Fig. 2.5. where 
(a) d-axis magnetic equivalent circuit of PMHS ,notor 
(b) q-axis magnetic equivalent circuit of PMHS motor 
Fig. 2.4 Magnetic equivalsnr cirruit of the PMHS motor 
Fig. 2.5 Simplified magnetic equivalent circuit 
By mesh analysis one obtain 
6,19t,.-%.,1 -$,W=Fd 
", ,,,, 19t,,"+*,) -+,h?L=F,,, 
Fmm eq'aauan 12.121. 6,. is obtained as 
+,- +,~(~, ,~+~t . l -F , , ,  
S. 
substituting equation (2.13) into equation (2.11). one abtaim 
m,l (~~*~ , )~~ ,+m, ) -~ l=~ ,m, , -~ , ,~s , ,~ -m~)  12 IS) 
4a= Fh***Fd,(%-s,.l 
%,p4-rn$.+a,$. (2.16) 
Finally. flux 4," is written as 
+d&=A,F.+*a#?n (2.17) 
where 





If them is no permanen1 magnel material in the q-axis o f  the PMHS molor. !hen 
!i7*=mw*8hB 12.201 
5=m,.m, (2.211 
4,= %,-!x. 12.24) 
~ ~ , " ! ~ 3 ~ - ~ f . - ~ , # ~ "  
Thus rk d-an5 tlux m,, and q-nxls tlur +, are oblained by equallons 12.17) and 12.22). 
nspeedvely. 
2.4 Electrical Equivalent Circuit of a PMHS Motor 
The rraror vnriahler nre rnnrfbrmed to the rotor reference frame which eliminates 
the time varying induclvncer in the voltage cquarions. Park's equations I371 are obtained 
hy setting the <peed of the ttalor frame equal lo the rotor speed as shown in Rg. 2 6. 
The expresstons for the flur linkages arc: 
Fig. 2.6 d-q axis model of the PMHS motor 
L terms of these Rux linkages, the motor voltap equations are writen as follows: 
Since motor and power system parameten arc nearly always given in ohms or 
psment or per unit of  a base impedance, it is convenient to express the voltage equation 
in terms of  reactances rather than inductances. Thus the voltage equations become 
3 0  
where w, is the base rlccsical angular velocity used to caiculale the inducdve rescuncer. 
~ , = r , + r , . r , , = x , + ~ ~ , a n d r , , = x . . + r . , a n d x , , = ~ ~ + x ~ T h e t e r m s  
x. and X, are generally known as the leahge and mgneliz~ng reaclances. rprpecdvcly. 
The rubrerips s and r denate the stator and mor quantirirr. rrrpectively. and the d and 
q are referred to d-axis and q-axis. respectively. p is the dldt operator. r, 1s the 
equivalent parallel resistance o f  rotor hyslererir resirlance R, and eddy current resistance 
R,lr. where r is defined as slip during the run-up or arynchmnous mods of operation. 
The electrical equivalent c i ~ u i s a f  the PMHS motor are given in Fig. 2.7 [38] 
+2GT:l,T 
'v. lhn R,. 
Ib) q-axrrequ,valcnl rlrrvll 
Fig. 2.7 Eleelrical equivalent cimuir of the PMHS motor 
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The terms Ed and E, are given as 
E,=(l-.r)[(&,*.~,,ii*-r,(i,rUI (2.29) 
Bared on the parallelogram model of the hyr le~r i r  loop, a general equivalent 
circuit model of the plyphase permanent magnet hysteresis synchronous motor is 
developed in the d-q axis. The resultant electrical equivalent circuits for both the 
synchmnous and sub-synchronaur modes are of the same family as tho* used to 
I ~ R I C N  the induction machines. 
We will now show the usefulness of the electrical equivalent circuits in 
determining the motor performance and developed power. Stator collductor lass P,., 1s 
given as: 
Pd=r,(ib:+iv:) (2.30) 
Mwt of the elecrrieal power tranrferred across the air gap from amtor to rotor is 
convened w mechanical power: the remainder is expended 19 power lasses in the mror 
hysteresis material. The power acmrs the ait'gap P, is expressed as. 
p w = p m h + p ~  (2.31) 
where P,, is the mechanical developed power and P.,, is the power loset in PMHS 
motor mtor. The losws in the PMHS motor mlor ilxlude: 
P,h,-sR~id;+RJ,2+sR11ii~-RRiv: (2.32) 
The lotal air-gap power delivered to the mtor is 
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p ;SR,R,i :*si 2 
S R ~ - R &  * sR*-Rw * 
(2.331 
Torque calculations can be made fmm the power caicuiationr. Thus, to delemine 




r =% (2.35) 
' i i -s lg  
when u, is the synchronous speed in radlsff.. and s is the slip as drfined as: 
.Q (2.36) 
The expression for the eiectmmagnetic torque in the ).phase 2P-pale motor i s  airo 
often wrillen in terms of flux linkages and currents. 
During arynchmnour speed, the motor torque consirs of the h y r t m i r  torque. 
eddy eumnt toque and pmranent magnet brake toque. At rynchromus speed h e  molar 
torque comprises of tk hyriereris and permanent magnet torques. I t  combines the 
advantageous features of both the hysteresis and permanent magnet motan. Tk nagrliw 
affect of Uls magnet brake torque is ideally compcnntcd by thc high eddy c c m t  torque. 
particularly at Be initial run-up period. 
2.5 State Variable Equation 
In the equivalentcircuit model, lht d-q a i r  transformation is considered with !he 
fixed reference frame on the mmr axis hr all inrtanmneou~ speeds. and t k  permanent 
magnet or hysteresis material are r e p n m t d  by anequivalent elecmmotiw force (em& 
However, there are inwanees. where the inductances of  the PMHS motor do not vary in 
an ideal rinuraidal fashion and the coefficients of the indmances do not display a csmin 
symmetry. In such cases, traruformatian~ do nor readily yield solutions to the equations 
of motion, beau= the position-dependent erms are not eliminated. With $rare variable 
formulation. one is not restricted to the constraints of machine parameren[39]. 
Furthermore. the rime domain model gives directly the tramienr solution even in the 
pnrenec of asymmetries and nonlinearitirs. In odsr to overcome the highly nonlinear 
charaetrristics of the hysteresis material, m attempt has been made in this thesis to derive 
the PMHS motor equations based on state variable formulations in the time domain. 
Fig. 2.81401 shows the detailed state variable model o f  a three phase PMHS 
motor. Each namr winding has a ieakap flux and a main flux :hat l i w  the mtor. The 
hystensis phcnmenon in a n  element of the rotor ring is represented by a balanced 
polyphase winding: and therefarc by two orthogonal closed coils, each with the same 
numbr of rum as the slator coil pairI401. The mtor eddy current effect is npresented 
by rhe equivnlcnl resistam q, which is slip indapendea, and the hystemis effeet is 
represented by the equivalent resistance R,, which is slip dependent. 
The d-qaxis airgap flux equations are written as follows: 
Fig. 2.8 PMHS motor scale vrriable model 
wher i., i,, and i, are the stator cum"% in phsses a, band c. nrpeeriveiy; i, and i,, 
are the d-q axis rotor cumnn. respcrivefy as shown in Fig. 2.8: K, is the factor o f  
fundnmentai permanent magnet flux: K, is the bcrar of the MMF wavefan: K , W ,  is 
the elfective aeries Nms per phase of the stator winding: L, is the hlndamenrai winding 
fastor. The flux linkage equations are given as: 
From Fig. 2.8, the volrage equations can be writlen in the rollowing form: 
IVI-I~I[~I +:w (2.41) 
where: 
Ivl=fvm V, % V, ",#,IT (2.42) 
[rl=diag.[r, P, r, r, r,l 12.43) 
[i]=[ia in, i, i,,, i,$ 
Subrdtuting equatioluj (2.38) and (2.39) into equation (2.40). then substituting equation 
(2.4)  into equation (2.45) the flux equation can be written as: 
[fl=[C,l[fl+t[L.l*D,[C,l+Q.[S,l)[il 12.47) 
[La]= diaf.[L-. L*, L,,, L., L.,1 (2.48) 
Q,= ~AC~, ,=W: (2.52) 
Matrices [C:] and IS,) are given as: 
Subrtituting flux equation (2.47) into voltage equation (2.41). the new voltage equation 
is written as: 
The expwion for eiectmmagnetie torque is wriaen as: 
Thus. the state variable equations arc written as follows: 
where J ir the rotational inenia. Current i. mtar angular rpced u. and rotor an& 0 are 
taken as slate variables. 
ThE~xliCaI predcction for the PMHS motor performance has been achieved by 
solving the state variable equation (2.57) numerically by FORTRAN program. The 
experimental PMHS mator war resled using the 5 hp Mawddey machine set in the open 
loop mode of operation. The permanent magnet hyrrereris rotor war inserted in the 
Mawdrlcy machine stator. The stator was wound for 3-phax. 60-Hz, delta-conncctcd is 
4-pole for 208 V opera;ion. The detailed design data. parameters of the PMHS maror and 
the flow chart of the numerical ealculaiion of the state variable equation are given in 
appendix A and appendix 8, respectively. 
Fig. 2.9 shows the open loop slaning process of the PMHS motor. Figs. 2.9(a) 
and (b) show the computed and test speed versus-time responses. It is inleresring to note 
that the experimental speed response i s  smwther than [he simulation one. Usually 
lheoretieal results are better fit than the  erperimelual one. Because of the mnstaM 
p r a m e t a  model the computed speed versus-time response has more oscillation than the 
tcn one [MI. Unlike conventional hysteresis motors. once the sped reaches the 
E 
= 5 0  
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Fip. 1.9 Open loop starting pmerr oithe PMHS motor 
(a) computed speed us time response (b) test speed vs lime response 
(c) computed torque vr time reIpOnsc (d) rat torque vs time respame 
(e) campuld current vs time response (0 tert current vs time a9pon~c 
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synchmnous smte. the s p e d  curve becomes quite smooth wlthaut any orcillatian and 
there is also "0 flutter around the synchronous w e d .  
Figr. 2.9(c) and (d) show the variations of computed atd test torques with rime 
during the run-up and synchronizing period at no load condition with (he dc loading 
machine coupled to the shaft. I< is evident that durins LC run-up process. the accrlsraiag 
torque of thr PMHS motor Ir produced primarily by rhe hysteresis and rddy-currenr 
torque components. Once the rotor reaches syrrhronour speed. [he rotor tlur ceases lo  
sweep around it. The ddy.eurrent torque disappean, and the motor behaves as a 
superior hysteresis motor. I t  is clear fmm the torque rerponrer o l  Figr. 2.9rc) and rd) 
that the rraning and synchronization are quite smwth. 
Fisr, r.9(e) and (0 show the computed and test valuer of rhc sator curer  with 
lime at rated voltage mnd fmquency. The mapnitudes ofthe computed and erperimenlal 
motor eurrenrs differ by 7% during the worst states of  the synchronizing process 1 is 
evident f rom the reaultr lhar therlartlng and synchroniralion process of Ihe PMHS motor 
can be observed by  measuring the srator cvrrsnr alone. 
I t  is  to be noted that there exist g o d  aereemenrs between the experimental a d  
simulation resirs o f  the speed and smnin~ currea responses. There are two reasons br 
the difference between !he experimenral and the compute11 erqus rerponwr. One i r  due 
tothinherent linearization. as?umptionofthe parallelagrsm hysteresis loopand constant 
equlvalent parameter model which give r i x  to same calculat~on ermn e~pc ia l l y  in  the 
very beginning o f  the starting process. Secondly there is some noise in the amplified 
signal obtained from the torque transducer connected between the lest PMHS motor and 
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the loading machinc. However, there is a reasonably identical trend bstwssn the 
simulation and test torque responses during the accelerating pracar. Once Ihe mor 
reaches the synchronous state, the lest and simulated torque results are clearly identical. 
2.6 Summary 
This chaprer stancd wich the prcsenlation of  the pcrnlanmt magnet and hysteresis 
models. Based an the parallelogram model of the hysteresis loop and by making a 
number of assumptions and appmxtmatlons, general magnetic and electrical equivalent 
circuits of the PMHS motor have been developed in  both d- and q-axis. A comprehensive 
analysis of the PMHS motor has been developed using the magnetic and electrical 
equivalent circuits. 
A time domain model of the PMHS mator for the steady stale and mn-up 
performances has been devsioped. Using a stare variable method. analytical expressions 
have been derived m predict the starting performances of  the PMHS motor. Reasonably 
goad agreements benwen the computed and experimenlal resuils a f  a 5hp PMHS 
laboratory motor confirm the validity of the propored analynr. 
Chapter 3 
Programmed Pulse Width Modulation in 
the PMHS Motor Drive 
3.1 Introduction 
The function of an invener is ro change a dc input voltage to a symmetrical ac 
output voltage of desired magnitude and frequency. The output voltage could be fixed or 
variable at a fined or variable frequency. A vanable output voltage can be obtained by 
varying !he input dc voltage and maintaining the gain of !he Inverter Constant. On the 
other hand. if the dc input voltnge is fixed and ir is not controllable, a variable output 
voltage can be obtained by varying the gain of the inverter, which is normally 
rccompiished by pulse-width-mdulation (PWMI control within the inverter. The invener 
gain may be defined as rk ratio of the sc output voltage to dc input voltage. 
The o u t p ~ t  voita$e waveforms of ideal tnveners should be rinuooidal. However. 
the wavebrmr of ptacucal lnvenerj are nonsinusaidal andconla~ncenain harmonics. For 
low and medium power applications. square wave vallag may be acceptable: and for 
high power application, low dirtonion sinusoidai wavel~rms are required. With the 
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frequency components to a higher frequsnsy region, is.. Ihc sidebands of a carrier 
freqnency. Thns the output waveform ar a PWM inverter is generally improved by using 
a high ratio between the carrier frequency and the output fundamental frequency, and the 
disronian faerar and lower-order harmanics are reduced significantly. Because mart ac 
mQors are designed to operate an a sine wave supply, the invemr output voltage should 
be as nearly rinuraidal as possible. I t  seems obvious, therefore. that the three-phase 
reference should be sine wave reference, in  order to give a PWM waveform i n  which the 
p l r c  width i$ sinusaidally modulated lhmughout the eyde. This is termed sinuroidal 
PWM. The gate signals as shown in  Fig. 3.1 1411 are generated by comparing a 
rinuraidal reference rignvl with a triangular carrier wave of  frequency f. This t y p  of 
madulatian is commonly used in  industrial applications and abbreviated as SPWM, The 
frequency of  the reference signal f,. determiner the invener output frequency fo. Its peak 
amplirudc A,, conlmlr Ihs modulation index M,  and then in  rum the rms output voltage 
V. The number o f  PUIKE per half-cycle depends on the carrier frequency. For large 
Earner ratios, the rinusoidal PWM invener delivers a high qualify output voltage 
waveform in  which the dominant harmonics arc of a high order, being clustered amund 
the carrier frequency and its harmonics. Smoorh motor rotadon is obmined, even at low 
speed, because the undesirable low-order harmonics and tmublesome torque pulsations 
are minimized with a sinusoidal PWM supply. 
The rms output voltage call be varied by varying h e  modulation index M=AJ&. 
This variation alters the pulse widths is  the output voltage waveform hut pnrenres the 
rlnusaidal modulation pattern. I t  can be observed that the am of  each pulse corresponds 
Fig. 3.1 Sinuroidai pulse-width modulation for three-phase invmer [41] 
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appmximafely to the area under the sine wave between UIG adjacent mtdpino of  off- 
periods on the gsre signals. I f  6. is the width of mth pulse. the rms oulpur voltage 
where p is the number o f  pu l rs  per half-cycle. Equation (3.1) can alro be applied to 
determine the Fourier coefficient o f  output volrage as 
where cl, is the angle fmm initial point la the ,nth pulse. 
The output voltage of an inverrer sonlains harmonics. However, the SPWM 
pusher the hsrmonicr into a high fxqveney range around rhe switching frequency f, and 
i o  multiples. that is. amund hsrmonicr m* 2ml. 3mp and sa on. The frequencies at which 
the voltage hamanics occur can be related by 
f. = i jm, kl f, 13.31 
The peak fundamental ontput voltage for the PWM and SPWM control em be found 
aPProximale'Y as ym, ; dv, for o d 1.0 13.51 
Far d = 1. equation (3.5) gives the maximum peak amplirude of  the fundamental output 
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volrage as V .,, = V,. But according to Fourier analysis, V .,,-, could be as high as 
4V,lr = 1.278V, for a square wave output, In anler to itcrease the fundamental output 
voltage, d must be increased beyond 1.0. The operation for d > 1.0 is called over 
modulation. Same of the intersecdons benveen the reference and canier waves are lost: 
and ar a -it. pulrer are dropped in the output voltage waveform. For large values of 
M, the only inlersstiom are those at the Ern crasringr of the rim wave. Thc value of 
d at which V,,,-, equals 1.278V, is dependent on the number of pulrer per half-cycle 
p. Over modulation basically leads to a square wave operation and adds mare harmonics 
as compared to operation in the linear range (with d 5 1.0). Over modulation is 
normally avoided in applicatiaru requiring low distonion. 
The adjustable frequency operation of a sine PWM invener for ac motor conml 
requires fhe generation of a set of three-phase sine wave reference voltages of adjustable 
amplirude and frequency. If the motor is lo operate at very low spceds, rk reference 
wave must have acorresponding low frequency capability. With traditional analog circuit 
rechniquss, it is difficult to generate such a low frequency sine wave reference without 
encountering problems of dc offset and parameter drifr. 
3.3 Voltage Space Vector 
The most frequently used three-phase inverter circuit consists of rhse legs, one 
for each phase, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The switching elements are power bipolar 
junction transistan (BJTr). The points labelled a, b, and e are comsted directly to the 
m o t a  coils to generate the acmal three-phase voltage. 
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To simplify the analysis of !he invener, each leg. or phase, in  the inverter is 
eonsided as a loglcai swltch having only two stares, as shown in  Fig. J.Z(b). With 3 
logical switches the inverter can have only 8 different stares. state ''1". if one of the 
upper devices is 'ON", and stare "0" i f  one of the lower devices is 'ON". The logical 
relations ace shown in  table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Logical state o f  inverter 
lnvener slate n 
To generate L e  desired rinuroidal puire widh modulation voltage output of the invener, 
the pulse widL of each phase voltage ourput is malulated by controlling the ONIOFF 
time duration of  the upper or lower tramirtorr rwitchs. Using the valrsge source 
invmer as shown in  Fig. 3.3, to supply the stator of the PMHS motor with h e  desired 
Fig. 3.2 Three-phm inverter 
(a) three phase invenrr 
(b) lo8ical swirches of the inverter 
Fig. 3.3 Three-phase uollage source lnverrer 
H ( o . I . ~ )  r * vi ( I , I ,o )  
Fig. 3.4 Voltage space pharars 
complex voltage vectors. only eight possible complex voltage veaarr can be generated. 
as shown in Fig. 3.4. I1 shows that lhe PWM volrage source Inverter provides an 
namsra and two zero discrete voltage vecrorr. If line voltages V,. V, and V~,are chosen 
in the %me line with the vectors V,. V, and V,, respwtiveiy, then the desired voltase 
vector V, will be 
2 .  '?. 
v, = 2 iv. • v,e • vceTl (3.6) 
The voltages V,, V,, and V. are easy lo delemine, if the triplets of conducting translstan 
in the invcner are identified, in accordance wilh Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2 Voltage vector of a PWM voltage source invener 
Any desired stator vollage vector V,can be expressed by a weighted combination 
of the vstors shown in Fig. 3.5. 
Fig. 3.5 Voltage space vector 
(81 Vollage vectors and weighting factors 
(bl Weighted average of voltage vectors 
V,, ' XVI + YY., + ZVo, (3 .71 
where, x. y and z are weighting factors. ~ b r s r i p l  i =I. 2 ... 5 .  (421 
To achieve goad tracking of V.,and a constant switching frequency, the choice 
of the appmpriate synthesizing vectors. V,. V,. .... V, should meer rhe following 
rsquimerns: 
I) minimum deviation from the desired V,& 
2) minimum switching during one cycle tme. 
The first requirement is met if the two vectors adjacent to the desired vector V,,, are 
chosen. The second requirement is met when the switching requeme is arranged in such 
a way that each invener leg is commuted only once during a switching cycle. This can 
be achieved by appmpriaaiy choosing the vectors V, and V, as #wo of the weighted 
veston. So equation (3.7) has ro meer following conditions. 
The caiculation of V., T,. TI, and To may be done on a digital signal pracsssor. 
but it requires a considerable computation effon and a good knowledge of the motor 
parameten. Mrking ailemate use of the two zero VeEtOrS V, and V, it is possible to 
achieve any small weighting factors (x, y, z) without violating the restrictions imposed 
by commutation time or maximum invener frequency. After switching one invener phase 
m the high level, the foilowing vector and Ule ncu zem vector are not obtained by 
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switching the same phare back !a low, but by synchronously switching the other two 
phases to high. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the invener phare voltages for a gven reference 
voltage V,: according to Fig. 3.5(b). i t  is possible to get the vectors V, or V2 for any 
time interval, which can he much smaller than the time TA (T, is imposed by the 
rwirchine frequency of the Inverter. and T, is 112 T.). 
3.4 The Generation of Digital PWM Signals 
In this thesis. PWM signals are generazed digitally using the DSl102 DSP board. 
which is built around the Texas innmmeas TMS320C31 floating point digital signal 
processor and a TMS320P14 DSPmicrocontroller. TheTMS320P14 DSP has a hardware 
wbsystem capable of generating PWM output signals. Thir ~ubryrtem can be cantmlied 
by some of the slave's on-ship reginen. Thus i t  is not necerrary to load a slave 
application in  order to use PWM. as access to the on-chip regirterr is already supported 
by [he EPROM Rnware. To cantrai and set the duty cycle the communicationsoftware 
in the on-chip EPROM can be used. The function dsl lOZgl4~~v!n- In i rO is used to 
initialize the slave-DSP's high precision PWM mode. The funetiondrllOZg14p,vm-14 
(long channel, /loo! vof,tej alters the duty cycle of the specified PWM channel. The 
cllannel number eorrespond~ to the TMS320Pl4 compare ournut channels. The poor 
wfue must be i n  the range -1.0 to + l  0 and rsprssenu a duty cycle of 0 to l W % .  
The generation of the me-phase rinuroidal output of the PWM signals is bared 
or; iLe pulse width modulation. Thir type of modulation requires a duly cycle 
amangemen1 which is shown in  Fig. 3.6, in  which Tw, denotes the inverter period, I t  
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is not possible w generate ruch dury cycles wilh !he TMS320P14. since this DSP rtarrs 
its PWM channels rimultareourly. as shown in Fig. 3.7 where the PWM. and PWM, 
represent PWM ournut chamcis of the DSP board. Since the DSP provider sir PWM 
channels (PWM, Ulrough PWM,) the problem could be solved if two channels are u s d  
to generare one PWM invener dury cycle. For example. the generatton of PWM, a 
performed by PWM, and PWM,. The channels are programmed in ruch a way that the 
pulrs width of PWM, is equal to the first pause wdth of PMW,. The pause width of 
PWM, is equal to the pulse width of PWM.,. becaiw PMW, is symmetric ro Tn + 
T,,,/2. Both channels are sonncsrcd with an erclus~ve OR-gate. The wlpur of this g s e  
provides the required PWM invener duty cycle. Fig. 3.8 illustrates the duty cycle 
generation. The output PWM signals are programmed so that the resulting pulse has a 
width praponionai to thedesired voltage and is centered within the sampling interval. At 
each sampling insrant. the PWM rianalr are reprogrammd to reflect r k  new value of 
rhe desired volrage. The waveforms produced nre identical lo the ones generated by rhe 
conventional method. 
The pmerror  1s provided wilh a 25 MHz dock. Therefore. the timer register 2 
which is u e d  to generate the priod clock. has a cycle time of 160 ns. The PWM 
channelr are used in the high resolution 14 bit and frequency 1.506 LHz mode. Sioce a 
period of T,,, = 664x10" s is required, the timer register must be loaded with 
t i m e  register = 664x10'.. = 4150 
1 6 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ 9  
13.91  




Fig. 3.6 PWM inverter duty cycle arrangement 
Fig. 3.7 TMS320P14 PWM channel behaviour 
ac t ion  register, = E?%2 = 16600 13.101 
4 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ s  
The following example dsserikr only the calculstian of PWM charnels 0 and I .  
rinse the other computations are identical. PWM c h a m 1  0 (P\VM,) is used only for the 
Rrot halfperiod T-IZ.The maximum pulse width of PWM, must be reached if",=-1.0 
where u, is a parameter in Equation (3.1 I). On rhe other hand. the pulse width of PWU, 
must be minimal, if", - 1.0. The eompvlarion of the capnrre register is done according 
to the foilowing equation 
ac t ion  reg i s t e r .  = -4149.". r 4150 13.111 
As the pause width of the second PWM channel (PWM,) is identical to the pulw width 
of PW&. a rubtraction will pmvide the required register value: 
ac t ion  r e s i s t e r ,  - 16600 - a c t i o n  reg i s t e r ,  13.121 
The variation of PWM duty cycles for u, r -1 and u, r I is shown in Fig. 3.9. For the 
convenience of real time conlml, the maximum pulse width P& is t a h n  as 1, ilnd the 
minimum of pulse width PA., is takco as 0. The cxpsrimcntal rcrult of the PWM duty 
cycle for pulse width PA=O.I and PA=0.9 are shown in Fig. 3.10. PWM, and PWM, 
are the ournut signals of the DSP board. PWM. is the ideal PWM signal of phase a for 
the voltage source inverter. 
When viewed in the frequency dpmain, the PWM system is seen to be a 
modulation system. The carrier frequency is the triangular frequency while the 
modulating waveform Is the reference wllagc waveform. Two imponant quantities are 
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the modulation index M which is the ratio of the amplitude of the reference rigml to the 
of the carrier triangular wave: and p which is the ratio of the carrier wave 
frequency ru the reference signal frequency. For p ~ufficienrly large and for 0 s M S 
1. it is known that the pulw widths are linearly related to the maduiacion index. 
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Fig. 3.9 The variation of PWM duty cycle 
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Fig. 3.10 E x p M  PWM duty cycle 
(a) pulse width PA = 0 . 1 ;  (b) pulse width PA = 0.9 
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3.5 The Operation of the Voltage Source Inverter 
The voltage source invener is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The switching elements are 
power bipolar junction tramistors (BITS). The poino labelled a, b and c are eonnecred 
directly to the mmor stator Ienninais. Since the operation of each leg is identical. 
consider the generation of V,. Ideaiiy, for PWM operation. V, is conmted to either '"I" 
or "0" by ailemateiy enabling either the upper or he  lower BIT. Due to the nnite 
switching time of the BIT$ and the possible skew in the base command path, the 
conducting BIT must be Nmed off before lhs other one. which is in the same leg, is 
turned on in order to guarantee that they do not both candust rimuitaneourly and rhon 
the power supply terminals together. This delay is called the shoot through-delay. During 
the shoot through-delay, the diodes which are come~ted acmn BIT'S r and e prnvtde 
a closed plh for the circuialing sumnt  of the inductive load. Thus, the switching of V, 
betwen the supply rails not only depends upon the gate command t o  the W s .  but aim 
on the direction and the magnirude of Ule load cumnt. 
The TMS320P14 PWM chamel wawfom is shown in Fig. 3.7. Six-channel 
digital PWM generation taker 81 pr DSP time. Because L e  execution lime of control 
sonware is a big concern. Ulc generation of the PWM duty cycle and shoot-throughdelay 
are achieved by hardware instead of software. In order to generate the PWM duty cycle 
as shown in Fig. 3.8, exclusive OR gates are used. The shoot-through dday is achieved 
by a monostable muitivihrator. The interface circuit between the DSP board and the 
vohage souwe inverter is shown in  Fig. 3.11. The input signals of the eircnit. P W .  
PWM,, ... and PWM,, are the sir PWM cham1 outputs of the DSP board. By exclusive 
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OR logic operation. PWM,. PWM, and PWM, duty cycles are generated. Then the duty 
cycles go lhmugh the shoot through delay circuit. Finally, the six gate signals of rhe 
volnge sour* invener are generated, ar shown in Fig. 3.11la). For jitter.free opei~tion 
of the monorlable multivibrator, as shown i n  Fig. 3. i l lh ) ,  resirtarre R, should he in the 
rangc of Zkllto 40kn snd C, should bc between i r -F  and 10pF. Using there ranger o f  
valuer, the shoot-through delay time 1s approximately T=O.7R.C.. Thc voltage source 
invener used in this thesis reqnires a shoot through-delay time of 40pr. Thus a value of 
6.8kn is chosen Tor rrristsnee R, and O.OlpF is chosen for capacitance C.. A Blailed 
timing diagram and all the logic relations are shown i n  Fig. 3.12. 
A delailed analysis o f  Ik logic relations of the switching xquence in two PWM 
periods wi l l  now be discussed. Since thesystem is aymmnrical, it rufticsr mexplain the 
behaviour of only one leg of  the invener. Referring to Fig. 3.12, the six consecutive 
riming zones are described. In the first riming zone. both the DSP first two channels 
output PM, and PM, are high. The exclusive OR logic operation is rake" far there two 
signals by L k  lransistar-transistor ioglc (TTL) 7486 exclusive ORgare. Thus. PM.. the 
desired invemr pham a's output o f  upper BJT is low. The PM, inverrr. the desired 
phase a's output of lower BIT is high. Interval two begim as P h b  bccecomes low and mdr 
when PM, is low. Aner the exclusive OR logic operation of Pwmd PM,, the desired 
output of PM, is high. The 4 0 ~  wide pulre is generated by the T I L  74121 monostable 
multivihrator circuit. ar shown in Fig. 3.12 waveform ml. Notice that the m l  puis is 
sraned from the PM,'s rising edge. lnreival t h e  begins as the PM, goes low. So. PM, 
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the rising edge of the PM, inverse line. Finally. the real upper gate signal ~1 of phax 
a with shoot-Uuough delay is generated by PM, and m l  Ihmugh an exclusive OR logic 
operation The lower gate signal g4 is generated by PM, inverse and m4 the same way. 
Fig. 3.13 shows the experimental results o f  Upper and lower gates signals for om 
leg. Fig. 3.13(a) is the rinuroidai pulse width modulationgate signal for horh the upper 
and lower BJTr within the same leg. I n  order to see the shmt rhrough delay clearly. the 
horizontal axis ofFig. 3.13(a) is amplified IOlimesar shown in  Fig. 13 3(b). Due to the 
finite switching time of the BJT'r. ,he conducting BJT musl be Nrned off k fare the 
other one in the same leg is Nmed on i n  order to guarantee that they do nor both conduct 
rimuitaneousiy. Any violation of  this minimum shoot through delay time constraint may 
result in  an inverter shoot thmugh fault that shon circuits the dc link. Ar rhown in  Fig. 
13.3(h). the uppcr BJT mu% be rumed o f f  40ps early before the lower BIT is Nmed on. 
A d  the lower BPF also must be Nmed o f f  4Ops early hefare rhe upper BJT is Nmed on. 
Finally, the pmgrammsd three-phase s inu~ida l  pulse width modulation voltage 
is generated through the D S l l M  DSP board. as shown in  Fig. 3.14. There are thwe 
sinuroidai reference waves u r h  shifted by 120". The curves a, b and c represent the 
three reference sinusaidal voltages of phax  a, phasc b and phane c. respectively. V,. V, 
and V. are the three phase PWM voltages. It 1s very clear that at any irutsnt, the pulss 
width o f  the PWM voltsge ir pmponional to the reference voltage amplitude. 
The fundamental autpllt voltage o f  thc sinusoidal PWM invervr is varied by 
changing the value of  the modulation index M. Figs. 3.15(a). (c) and (e) rhow the 
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Fig. 3.15 Explimemal d m  ofthe madulation variarton 
(a) modulation hiex  M = 0.8 (b) SPWM oulput voltage for M = 0.8 
(c) modulation iodex M = 1.0 (d) SPWM ouwt  voltsge for M = 1.0 
(c) madulatim index M = 1.2 (0 SPWM output voltage for M = 1.2 
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sinuroidai PWM output voltages are shown in  Figs. 3.15(b). Id) and (0. respectively. 
lmpmved utilization of the available dc link vailge is possible in a sine ,rave PWM 
inverter whcn M is increased above unity. as shown in Fig. 3 15le) and 10. in  which rhe 
moduialion tndex M is 1.2. This increase in  M overrides the normal stnuraidal 
modulation prxerr and is t e m d  over moduiation. Some of the modulated pulses are 
Imt. and as a result. pulses are dmpped in  the ourput voltage waveform. I f  the 
modulation index M Ir large enough. the voltage waveform wil l  he an unmodulated 
square wave, and the invener has changed fmm sine wave PWM lo the six-step mode 
of  operation. whxch develops the maximum possible value of Fundamenmi voimge. The 
penally for adapting over modulation s that the true sinusoidal modulation strategy is 
abandoned, and low-order harmonies reappear in  the ourput voltage waveform. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter began with an analysis of the sinusoidal pulse width moduiaion. For 
high enough carrier frequency. only the fundamental frequency component is ngnificant. 
IU  ampiiNde is linearly related to the wldth of  the PWM pulses. The voltage atilnrtion. 
adjuslable frequency operation and harmonic analysts show that rlnusoldal PWM voltage 
is suitable far the rmwth operation of  the PMHS maror. 
Based on the analysis of three-phase voltage source invener, the simplified 
operation logic relatianr o f  the invener were described. The voltage space vectors were 
derived la lay rhe foundation for !he DSP bnrcd PMHS motor control system. 
Using a TMS320P14 DSP micracontralier, sir channel PWM signals were 
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generaled. The gate signals of ~e inverter with rhoat through delay were achieved 
through logic operation. Finally. erperimenlal results of rhe laboratory implemented 
programmed the-phase rinuroidal PWM voltage wave fonnr were given in different 
modulations. 
Chapter 4 
Direct and Quadrature Axis Current 
Controls in the PMHS Motor Drive 
4.1 Introduction 
The PMHS motor drive system is a multi-input multi-ourput conrml ryaem. To 
conmi the current. eleetromagwtic torque. field flux and speed. a set of stator eumnrr 
and their frequencies have to be controlled. The number of control variables beeomc roo 
many and each one of these has a direct influenee on the field flux and elecsomagneric 
torque. Independent control of the fieid flur and torque is required for high pcrformsnce 
applications. That is mads possible by a decoupling controller. This decouplin~conuoller 
will rransfarm the toque and field flur commands into equivaiea current commands lo 
influenee Ihex variables independently. Thir is rimiiai to the dc motor control where 
field flux is eonmiled by ?he field cunent and torque by the armature ctment. Hence the 
decaupling eonmiler Vlnrforms the control of Ihc PMHS motor into that of an 
equivalent dc nlator drive Thir will enable the independent cantmi of Reid flux and 
electromagnetic torque, thus simplifying the canlml task of the PMHS motor drive which 
is a multi-input multi-output rynem. A class of decoupling eontroilers. known as vector 
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coarollers. will be used for this eontml system. 
The current controllers determine the speed of rerpomc of the current loop and 
hence the rorque peneration in  the motor. Apnn fmm the speed of response of the current 
loop. i t  is desirable to minimize the cumnt harmonics and hence the torque ripplc. 
4.2 Current and Voltage Transformation 
The Pak transformation wil l  be used in  order w model the PMHS matar in a 
manner similar to rhe rcparnrely excited dc motor. Funher transformations that are 
necessary ro account for the delta conncct~on of the three phase stator windings are 
dircueed. The flurer, voltages, and cumntr in  tile three phare rystem are conveniently 
expressed as vectors in  an orthogonal c o o r d i ~ m .  A transformation defined by the 
unitary matrix is given as 
This matrix transforms the (a.b.c) system into the (a.O.0) caordinare system according 
to the following relation 1371 
Where x denotes the flux, voltage, or current. Fmm a geometric viewpoint, the C, 
rransformarian maps the magnetic axis of the motor into the (e.B) plane formed by the 
rwo upper slsmcnu of the orthogonal system. The third dimension of the transformarion. 
t e n d  the rem (0) sequence quantity, cannot generate fluxe:es. voltages, or currenu in 
the motor As a rerult h e  simple case of the two-phase motor can be analyzed, together 
wih  the 0-axis quantities if required. and the results transformed to she rhrce-pha. 
equivalents if necessary. 
It is interesting to note that (C,)' = (C,.T1, thus 
By expressing the above equations in the rotor frame of reference. the cxpiicit 
nigonomelric dependeucies can be removed. The coordinate axes in this frame we 
commonly aligned as direct and quadrature axes with respect ro the mtor'r magnetic 
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tield. Since the zero-sequence quantities are nor transformed, we are concerned only wiLh 
the transfanation from stator u. 4 ares to mlor d, q axes. The slator lo mror matrix 
depends on the acruai rotor position. Therefore. rlte marrir elements are not constant and 
must be determined during every sampling cycle. 
The output of the cumnr contmllcrs is a voltage rpacc vector i n  mtar frame. This 
space vcctor must be retransformed to a space vector in rtllor coordinates, which 
requires the inverse mamix (Cd)-'. 
4.3 The Analysis of Stator Frame Current Controller 
Most eonventlonnl analog current cantrolierr operate in the stator hame by 
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controlling each line current reparalely. I t  is lmpting to regulale mror frame currents 
i, and i. with line current cmmandr. L rhir case. Ihe ~Ommandr cuments c'. r,' and 
i /  a n  generated by invcrx transforming &' and i;. The block diagram is ,haw" ~n 
Fig. 4.l(a). I1 will be seen thm thb scheme introducer unwanted spced dependent 
coupling between id and i, for the eontmller design. Mort indurrrial analog contml 
syslrms can be modeled in this form. 11 is lhis coupling and not the back emf thar a 
largely rrrpanrible for therr lers than ideal observed performance 1431 
,. + ; - v ; ~  
PIOp010"Bl conlroll'r 
(b) 
Fig. 4.1 Stator frame current cantmlier 
(a) black diagram of line current cantml (b) P-I line current conlraller 
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During steady stare operation, stator frame currea controllers are required to 
track sinusaidal commands whore frequency depends upon the motor speed. However. 
in thc rotor bame. these commands are always constant. The rinuroidal current3 reen by 
the motor are created by rhe d-q axis ro line mnrformalions and are no$ seen by the 
controller. It is well known that the praponional and integral (P-I) eonlralier siver zem 
ready slate ermr lo constant summand inpus [451. Therefore. lhe P-I controller 
implemented directly in the rocor frame is expected to give performance bar is superior 
to thal of the P-I roormller implemented m the slalar fnme In the analysis below, !hey 
are compared 10 each other in the d-q frame by translating the stator frame (a.b.c) 
controller into ila rotor (d.q) frame equivalent. 
A detailed hlockd!agram of o m o f  the P-I line current eanrmllers is given in Fig. 
4.i(b). Fmm Fig. 4.l(h) one can write following relations 
The staror frame equetianr for the system are 
where the states x are the integral of the feedback emrs 
For a balanced Ihree phase sysmn. q + x, + x, =0, only two quantities are 
independent. Thus. the third one can hedetermined fmnl Ihe other two known quantities. 
For simplifying analysis, phase a and phase b quantities are chosen to represent the a. 
b. c three phase system in this subsection. Thus the transfer matrix C, can be simplified 
as I441 
The right hand side of the equation (4.11) is transformed into the d-q frame by inverting 
Ule C, tramform and C., transform. Phase a and phase bare  chosen to represent the 
lhree phsser system. Therefore, this gives 
In equation (4.13). the iefl hand side is slator frame (a.b) quantities and right hand side 
ir rotor frame (d.q) quantities. To put both sides of the equation (4.13) in the same 
frame. the derivation is as foilaws. Rrrt, mtbe that 
differenrialing both side of equation (4.14) with respect to rime gives 
Deratled derivation is given in Appendix 8. The right h a d  side first item af equarion 
(4.15) is subroruted by equation (4.14). and the right hand ride second item of equation 
(4.15) s suhstiated by equation (4.13). This derivation yields equation (4.16) 
Where P is the number of motor pale pairs and the u, is the mtar angular speed. 
Foilowing an analagws pmcedvre on the voltage Equation (4.10) giver 
F m m w i l m  (4.161 and (4,171 DM canobt~inrhe ~peci6Eatlonotthe stator frame Lim 
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Nnent  controller i n  the d-q frame. For the P-I current controller implemented directly 
i n  lhe d-q frame, the equations are 
g k] = [; : ::I 
The derivative and voltage equations derived fmm stator frame are given in 
equations (4.16) and (4.17). and the equations derived directly fmm the rotor frame are 
given in  equations (4.18) and (4.19). respectively. I t  is clear that barh of the volrags 
equations (4.17) and (4.19) are the =me, The imponant difference between the two kinds 
of  equations derived from different frames is in  the integral sate equations. The ststor 
frame impiementation resulu i n  sped dependent cmss coupling between the d-q nates. 
In steady state, dr,/dt = dVdt=O. For the line cumnt controller. the ermr between the 
commanded and the acNal current is not l em  bur, instead. depends on the speed. On the 
other hand, the d-q frame P-I eantmiler gives E m  stcady statc error. 
This result can also be explained by considering the form of i' being fed into each 
controller. For !he d-q contmller. the reference cunem id. and i; rre constants. Thus. 
the P-I contmller gives rem steady state ermr. For the stator frame implementation. the 
frequency of  the sinusoid~l commands i;, k and i; that are fed into each P-l 
controller depend on the motor speed. Since the imp  gain of  the P-I eontmiler decreases 
with Increasing frequency, higher speed operation giver a larger steady state ermr. I n  
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terms of stator cumnls, this means lhat the sinuraidal currenls in  the motor have a gain 
and phase enor that depend on speed. On che other hand. the P-I controller resulls in 
zero steady stale error when implemented directly in  the d-q frame. This is due to Ihe 
fact chat steady state molor currents appear as dc quantities in  the d-q frame. Thus. the 
d-q contmller is attractive because i t  gives rem steady stare error with a simple P-I 
eontmlier. Also. it is consislent with the philosophy of modelling and controliing as 
mush of the system as possible in  rhed-q frame. The nenl xveral sections will detail the 
development of s d-q frame current controller for the PMHS molor. 
4.4 Quadrature Axis Current Control 
For the PMHS motor vector control system, the electrical dynamics are much 
faster than the mechanical dynamlcs so that the electrical state variables appear to have 
reached their equilibrium values when viewed by the slower mahanical states. On the 
other hand. the mechanical stater xem errentially constant a1 their initial valuer when 
viewed by the eleevieal subsystem. Assuming that the electrical dynamics are uniformly 
sable and lhat ail initial conditions nre within the domain ofanractionaf the equilibrium 
point, the time required for !he elecvical stares to reach their equilibrium values can be 
made arbilnrily small by choosing small enough input. This can be accomplished by 
increasing the speed of the electrical system via control action. 
This gives f o m l  justification for arranging the conlml system into the multiloop 
rtructue shown in Fig. 4.2. The inner control loop is usd  to regulate the rlectncal 
dynamics. The cumnl contmller is able to quickly force the molor cumntr ro their 
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commanded values. Thus, under control action. the equilibrium eumnts are aclually 
equal to the commanded valuer. The ceumnr commands now become the control inputs 
for the speed equation. Thus, the outer contml Imp  regulates the speed of  the motor by 
issuing m m n t  commands to the inner con td  loop. The inner current loop assures a fast 
cumnl  response and !he limiter also maintains the current lo a safe level The outer 
speed loop ensures rhatthe acrual sped is always equal to the commanded speed and any 
transient wil l  be avermmed within the shortest time wttho!$r exceeding the motor and 
convener capabilities. 
Static state lineariratlon has been used to linearize and deeouple the d im1  and 
quadrature axis m m n t  dynamics. This allows the development of each current conrmller 
separately. Valuable insight is gained by analyzing the black diagram of the syslem 
shown in  Fig. 4.3. P(s) ir the discrete rime compensator to be implemented i n  the DSP 
board. D(s) is the PWM inverrer transfer function. The sample and hold operations are 
modeled as Z(s). and lk PMHS motor is modeled by M(s). The cumnrs are srnsed by 
Hall effect sensors with calibration &. The dynamics of  the no i s  filter are represented 
by the continuous time mnsfer function F(r). From the block diagram, om can obtain 
the relationship 
where 6 is the output current of the motor, I,, is the filtered maror output current and the 
i'q is the cumnt  command. The transfer functions of  the various subsystems wil l  be 
described i n  the fallowing subsections. 
Fig. 4.2 Mulri-loop control rrrucrun? 
PI mnlroller DiA , P W M  PMIIS maor I* 
d i 
PI ranlrnller 
, Siner the cnncmller >s ~n rhc d-q frssle. rle:%dy sale cancsl cural.tcdr .L#C 
conrrmt. E w n  i f  it is drr iml  to vrr). the momr .;pnl. Or rloacr carponre l in~r. <,1 ( la 
mechanicsi system mems !hat tllc current cornoli~nds wil l  \,:try rr.l;#tivety rlosl? :m~d ,1111 
appear eonnmr aver many s>lmples of the in!w loop rrn~plmg priml. l'har. lllv ct1111101 
topology should give zero rtcady state crror lo alnamt comnend inpath, l a  id<ltliavt, llic 
commller should be rohust tn modelling errors Pin:llly. s sir~lplc rlgurilhnl I\ du~~~;d,lc 
This mtnimires the compurouonal burden on the DSP ho rd  ;w>d allclws ;I lhiglrcr ~;;as>plit>a 
m e  for the inncr control loop. 
The pmponional plus integral (PI) conlrollcr rillirlicr tllcrc coll\l#;litls wl!lle 
giving acceptable dynamtc performance. T l r  tnlnrrer lu$rl ion or tllu 1'1 ca>t>cn,llcr 8.; 
where K,md K, arL. Lc pmponiunal and inagral guin eenwmts. mbpccllvcly. 'I'hc IIIIIL. 
constant ii given HS Tp = KJK,. Clearly. the P1controllcr ;adds :I rcn, ;N \ = - K,/K,, za#nl 
a pole at s=O lo the n p n  loop transfer funccian. One ohvi<>uh clrcck 01 l11e !rltcgr;ml 
eontml is that i t  increales the ordm of  cli; syslcm hy one. Mtrrc ~mpon;mt is III;II lhc t y p  
of the system is incrcascd by one. Therefore. the vcady \Isa evn,r 01 !hc ~origit>:tl \y\lc!o 
without integral contml is lmpmurd by uru: order: !hat Is, i f  the \tc%dy rt;tte crnv 11, a 
given input is constant. the integral conlrul reduce, 11 to ,cn, Ilc>wcvcr, b ~ s u r c  lilt 
system is increased by one order. it may Ix 1c.r sublu lhrn the c,ngin:ll \y\leln or cvcrl 
become unstable i f  the parameten K, :ad K, are net prnprty chaw.  
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'l'lu: tpacc lninlsl 01 a dlgxlai PI cilnlnlller can he den\,cd by sarnpilne i a  
cc,n~i~~uca$ li#nccountem:4n, A hlcrk dlagnm oll l le rurultrng swcture i r \Imwn tn Fig 
4.4 1 1 1 ~  input d k l  is t l tc~rn>r hccwcm ~hcenmmandcd aad rhc melrured currcr.6 while 
01. ~,ulpa ylkl 15 llle vol!i$gc c~lmrnilnd Ibr ,he invcnrr. upplied co tile uugmcnlrd 
r;,mplcd d;!s lncxlsl g r l '  Ilx I'MIIS [wnor T l r  aate rp'cc rquulionr are 
x t k  -11 = x l k l  + T ,e lk i  
14 .221  
y l k l  = K,xlkl * K,,sikl 
wllcre r(k) is thc i,,tcgratur rtaa, md T. ir the s:mpling rune of DSP, and K, and Kt itre 
tllc prc~pmhal:#l ;on4 inlegr;ll g;llns. rrrprcltvuly 
Fig. 4.4 Digital PI ~anlmi l r r  
::,, 
P W M  in~erter 
I n  this Iheris. P\VM signals ;are get~ernlnl drqlsilg urine tlw DSI I l l? I ~ S i ~ I ~ l ~ . ~ n l  
The volta~e slourcr in\,rner used m thls thesis rcquin'r the rljc>o! t hnn~~ l>  ,Id;!? t t t ~ c  $11 
.10#s. I t  can he noted fmm Ihe blwk dkngrtm tbn 11. input ol the IS\\'bl \ga;\l IS the 
output o f  Ihr PI contmllrr. and the output o f  !ltc IPWkl stgoici ir t l~c I, ;NS n.t(ul. slrlt.lge 
ii. the synchmnourly rotating r e k ~ n c c  liamu. 'The ilwcnur g.lia> r,>n Irc ~ ~ p ~ ~ , ~ ~ a ~ d  ,s 
a function uf the peak voltage erpilhility eorrusponding 11) llle ;~v;~il;nl~lc c llrtnll vl>lt;tg. 
Hence its transfer bnclian is given as 
Zero-ardcr hold 
A digila! lo  ;m8lug (DIA) convcrler is 8,ccurr:try 11, cc~uplc 113c d~gtlinl IPWCI 
components to the analog intcrfacc circuit. The output of the digit:bl I'WM i r  :n tr;tis 
impulses 'The dam hold acts as an inturfncr. or Iiltcr, lhztr ctmvcns the IIIIPIIIV. irltt) :an 
malag signal. One of the mas culnmonly used dalr lholds in pr;lclicc i, lilt ,cn,-v,rdvr 
hold (z.o.h.). Functionally. rhe 1.0 h, simply holds the milgitudc u f  tltc rig1~11 c:!rricd 
by the impulse at a given lim innmt. uy,  kT,, fcrr the ~.ntirc \:,mpling pcricld 1:. IIIII~I 
the next impulse arrives at r = fk + /IT,. Anaiylicrlly. lhs z.<>.h. Ir inln, aud 11, ~n,<zdcl 
the operations of a AID convener. The mnsfcr Lnction of Ihs I h ,  is given 8th 
'I'hcrc are many ways of approx~maling L ' ~ '  by I rational function. A belter 
;~ppn,ximriic>n is to use the Pad6 approximauon 1451. which is given in the following for 
:I Iw<,-lsrm rppmrimnion: 
T l~ccbar~e~rr i r~ ie  of Ihe approximation isthat the mnrfet function contains a zero in the 
ri$n.llulf r-phmr so that the sap response of the rppraximalin~ rysrem may exhibit a 
small nrg:aivu undmhoot near t=O. 
I f  thc r.u h, is connected in cascade wirh a linear pmcesr with transfer function 
G,,(s) hy using the Itme-delay propeny of r-lnnrbrms. the r-transform of !he 
ccrn~h~nation is written 
PClHS motor 
On Ihe basis of the analysis i n  Chapter 2, the PMHS mator cum.ntr and voltages 
i n  llle mlor frame are represenled as 
v,, = =,id $IL.~,,  J;I - w,L,,i, 
14.27)  
Y, = r,i, $(LTi,l  + u, IC L,,i,,l 
where $,, is llle llux pnxluced by the pernlanent magnet and residue hysleresis. In ~teady 
3.1 
slate dJ.jdt = 0 For (he eonvcnnmuc of asztlyris cqurlton (4 ??I i \  \vrittcn ill rlnle 
variable form 
Currents i, and i, are taken ins stare var~ahir.\, In  ader 167 derlpn llte conltollcr. 11s hI;?lu 
cquationsmurt no< depend on speed. E~vmining equation (4.28). lhowcvcr. it is w n  111;1 
u, is coupled lo the eleclricsl dymmics in two placcr. Thc l in t  one is ;l ~nmhae;nr fen>> 
proportional lo and the second one 3s due lo rhc hack ctnl u,J.,. I1 is ;tlr, dcriclhlc 
to linearize the swle equation so thaL linear syacm Ihcory can In: ~pplicd llo Ihs dcrign 
of t k  controller. Far the electriwl dyrwnts. the unwaaed nunlinearity a crwled by Ib 
w,i and u.$, term$. Using the cantinuous-time global iinusirrtion lcclrniquer 1451. llle 
control Inputs can be used to come1 the unwanted dynamics ;and ;eLisva lllc dcclluplill~ 
and linearization pa is .  Far the electrical dynamics. deliw 
and substitute equation (4.29) into equation (4.281 n gs! 
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'Tlx eiccaical dynamics an now totally drcoupld and Ilnear ln Terms of the nrxu inpul 
'I'xkc Ihc a,ntinuous-lime iineilr dynamics n i  i, from equation 14.301 !n get the 
c<lnlinusur-timc lrilnslcr hnction 
Ilnll t i r r c ~ l  Se.nwr 
Tllc g ; ~ n  or the Hnli effect current sensor ir 85 and its time constant is so small 
11111 II an he n;lsonahly neglected. Therefore. (he trnnrfer Lnctian of the I h l l  rffecr 
current sensor I\ 
K,, = 8 5 . 0  14 321  
Fis. 4.5 Current sensing system 
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Neise Filter 
in  this proposed ca rm l  ry$lcm. then. arc t\\.n ldclltlcal dig11;tl l~ l lur  cIt.tnt>ci,. 
each of whlch is placed on a linr current. 8. 2nd i, Upon tl;$$ali>noin$ llleir dgs;ulrier 
into the d-q frame. il is seen that they intmdacc speed drpf~ldcnl c~alplmg I r c k \ \ ~~s  i,.aul 
i,,. The significance o f  rhe coupling is iin;,iyrcd using llw rel;vlive $:kil> itmay ixd .I st3111 
space model is developed. 
A block diagram of the molar current .irnring sy-[em is \I>c,\vs ill I'ig. 4.5. 11 i\ 
assumed that lhc dynamls~ of !he Hail effect current rensolr can be igttorcd. I'Lc line 
currenl slgnals are p n s d  rhrough nolsc fillem. I t  is dcrind tu modcl lllir cstirc ipnlcers 
with m equivalent d-q frame filter whose iltpulr are i,, ;and i,, ;and wiltrse rnulpcar ale 111s 
fiilered signnls i, and i,,. 
The stale space represrntaliun of  the noise fillers arc 
where o and b are paramelerr which carrespo8ul lo :I cutoll fwqucfry. 'This ry$tL.#n ~r 
tranrfonned into the d-q frame in  thc ramc wty that thc .;raLor currcnls ;ore lr;~n\hrmncd 
into the d-q frame. 
Differentiation of equation (4.34) led3 lo Ihc foiluwing equalion 
Mt!ltipiying hinh stdrr of the rlrtor frame equauon I4 33) by $,&, 
and applying quations (4.34) and (4.35) yields the state spxe equations for the d-q 
htnc where the speed dependent cmrr coupbng is apparent 
'lb gcmml cmpled flller is descrckd by its tralafer function as 
'The closer [hat the diagonal rlemmtr are to one. the smaller the emrr coupling. I f  the 
di:tgo!wl elelnentr arc near zem l k n  there is  rtmng cwpling. For the proposed system. 
the magnirude o f  the d i a p ~ l  element$ is more than three orden of magnitude greater 
1 
than the off4iugunal elrmcnrr Tilur. <here is >no ngnatic:mt r.oupl~rrp ~luc 10 o r  inlsc 
filler. Therefore. the transfer Lmt ion of llr filter 1% 
Transfer Functions 
Because the gain of  H;~IIrtfecr current wn,r K,, i.i cnsrthrcd IO llw i)SI'costol 
software. il wil l  be equal to one In clle Iramfcr Iboclion. :\In,. Irc;taw lllu \.tnlqpl~~tx 
frequency of this system i s  8s high as O.?SliHa. I le  mm-ordu~. bid cllcct I, very \III~III 
and can be reasonably neglected. 
Thus the current control system open hap Ir:mrlbr funaios is girclr ;xr 
and !he Nrrent eantml system closed loop lnnsfer linellon is given :as 
T h e m e  plat of a transfer functi~n is n very uscbl graphical Ih,r$l lilr any cc~otn#l 
system analysis and design. The Bode plot eorres~ndr lo  thr: pcnillvs pcrnion 01'Ihc lw- 
axis fmm w=m to w=O in  lhe a-piane,'so il 13 uvvl to dctcmnunc Ihc erin ;and ph;t\c 
crossover points and the corr~rponding gain and phase marpior 'The dcPrmini~ltrrn llle 
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pdln margin md  thc phdre margln o f  r minimum-phase ryytem from Ihe Bode plot of 
t i l jw~ l l ( i u l  is a7 li,ilaws: 
'The gain lnikrgin G M. ir maarurcd at !he phosr-crossover frequency m.: 
G.M. = - I G I ~ o , I H ( ] Y , ~  ldB ( 4 . 4 2 )  
'The p11:ac nvargin 1'h;l.M. is mcasured at the gain-crossover liequency w; 
Pha.M.  = - 1 8 0 ~  - LGiju,IHi]w,) (4.431 
'The pain and phase margins are bsed on open-loop syaems, and inrlicaa the 
relitlive cr;.holity of the \yslr.m when the loop is closed. The pain margin is the amount 
ol'gijin iwrc;k;su required to make thc loop gain unity at the frequency where the phase 
;tnglc is -180". Similitrly. the pharc margin is the difference between the phrre angle of 
the wsponsc ;and -180" when lhc loop pnln is 1.0. It is genemlly found that @in margins 
of t l~ruc or more combined with phase mdrgins between 30 and 60 degrees result in  
re:bmmi!hle mdmffs between the bandwidth and stability. 
An clkctivr design of PI coamller is lo  place the zero at s = -K,IK,, vely close 
to lhc  xig gin in the s-plane. and the values of K, and K, should bath be reladveiy small. 
'I?) hrillg t k  mngnitudr curve af  the uneampenrated transfer funelion dawn to 0 dB at 
the ncw rain-crossover frequetcy u', the PI controller must pmvide the amount of 
~lte~eati<,n rqunl to the gain oflhc magniludr curve at the new gain-crossover frequency. 
I n  C)IIICT words. scf 
\~,,iju:I IdB = -ZOlog,,,K, de (4.441 
fralll which 
= 
,, t>" 3 ,4" ?,I !.l..tb' 
tirually. ;as tk EEncral gu~dctmv. s IS ~ccorsacoded tI1;31 h,'li,, lhu pl;rrd .t ;B 1~ccluc~1r.y 
that is at lcnrt one decade hclow w ' . .  Thus. 
The current confmllrr paranreten an.  rluc!ed in:lccordr~re w th  l l ~ c  rymmctry n.iwnl,lm 
T, = .IT,,,. K, = IL,lr.ll(ZK,T ,,,, 1. whure T ,,,, 1% thu \"ill of lime cusrl:8sl\ of i'WM 
inverter, z.0.h.. Hall sensor m d  rilrer 
Pig. 4.6 8s the Rode plot oS $he pmpurcd current cnsln,l ry$teon. 1'1 co~nt~ottur. 
;md the Imp lmnsnission as tbr rrequcncy is w r i d  up sl ID' r;td.l\ec 'The plr.lswlcrr 
aw givm ;Is rollowr: $..,=I. 'r , -0.ow332. ,.=I o. I.,,=tl~lzsn. ; ~ = . l l o ~ f ~ .  
h=439.%. 
The location of the zem hclow that 111 tlw la,lc CI)II*~~~U~L.E 88 B~I:L~C Ikild 
compensator. As illuatmrrd in the ploa, I t  has the elhct ~tfinclr;$ring rl;$hbliry ~mi<q~i!n 
by slightly incraring the crossover frcqueney whilc \imulsnuaurly ;adding prAitivc pln;nc 
angle to the system. By maintaining a high b o d  width, lhiri typo ol'o,irpenr;ai<vil m\!llls 
in  the rapid speed of response desired for thc inner current leap. 'Thc lhcitticln tllc rcnl 
also results in  overshoot to a step command. Since tltm tri~nrisnt dies <rut guickly, >I dctcr 
not have a great effect on Ibe slower mcchunlcll sywm md  1% llxur s~lerahlc. 
Fig. 4.1 is the Bode plot o f  the clorcd loop tntnrlcr runctir,". 'Ths \yUcm 
bandwidth rolls off rapidly at higher Srequensics. Naticl: tllat sxtantllllg lllc $y\lsm 
bandwidth ro suppmr tnput dirturhances lhvs the accompanying ~ f k c t  111 mcoklng Ihc 
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\y$lcm arprrnrivc to high frequency nolrr in the cammad input. I t  is thus deslrahle to 
m;tkc ths hdndwidth a l  thc pnlporrd Nsrem us rmsll as can he tolerated for accaptable 
pl'rlirnnanc~'. 
Now that ~ h c  linear dircne-time PI cuntroller has hcrn specified. Ir must he 
cu~nhincd with 0s static rlstc lincuriration cqualons lo Tom, (he complete control 
I'hc 1inc;r valmgc is thcn cnmhincd with speed and direct axis current measurement to 
deleminc Ihe complelc nonlinear output vollage ar 
Fig. 4 6 Current open Imp bode plat 
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(b) P b  margin 
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4.5 Direct Axis Current Control 
Generally spoking, the ilhility to optilnire 111e I'hIIIS slowr ~~l>rml insr  :anw 
from the flerihllily afforded hy Laving trvo amtml mnputs. an= ti,r i, itttd tine I)~I>L.I. li31. 
i, From the previous mmlyas. ir a ;appurm! tltat i ,  a th~. prinsr)' v>ttrc.e o l  tile ~n>ec~tr 
developed larque. More drraiid torque malysis wil l  he givcn ts IWYL chal,ter ,\ ihipll 
value for i, will result in a higher dcwloprd tnrquu. 'rile !~llluc~lcu o f \ ,  is snrw rubtle 
To see i t  more clearly. rewrite the i, dymmie uqu;ltion (4 27) ;e 
Assuming n lhmited power supply. tlture exists a mi$r i~ l lun~ u., that cinl Ir ;appllcd III thc 
motor. For low rpecd operation. the hack umf term w,$,,, 1% easily OYCBOIIIE hy Y,,. lilus 
allowing a larger value far i,. However. as h e  speed inerurcs. w.$,,, ~.vc~~tu i~ l ly  ~YCI)IIIYI 
large enough to cancel v, with the result that na current can hc drdwn ;md lhu, 1111 
electrical torque. Notice that neg;ative i, can now he used in  im clfiln 11) cinnecl $,,,. 
thereby weakening the effecrive flux linkrge due lo the pcnnrncnt nmgnct 8mnd lhy\lerc%l\ 
effects and allowing h e  mmolar la eoeinur drvelapsng clcctrlcvl s,rquc ovsr:$n cxte!tkd 
range of speeds. This is termed as ilux wwken~ng opcralinn. Of crrurbc. tLsm ir ;l 
tradeoff. The current capability or the invener is also finils. 'I'h~mhrc, curmnl upplied 
to id reduces the available current for i,. This Pact. ulunl with the coupling ~n lllc I,, 
dynamic equation makes the choice of  optimum i, rnd i, diflisull lo dclerlninc 113 
addition. the specific voltage and current limitations of  the invcrer wil l  inllusllcs tltc 
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tradcuff 
Morc spccif~caily. r similar anumrnl illu$lrotrs that the inverter vnilage can bs 
llie iimiling ficror in ixhicvlng the desimd level of i, and i,. In order to dr\rlop a large 
c l ~ s ~ r i c  a,rquc. r large I, ii nrednl. From equation (4.49) this requires ;I large %,q and a 
I;trgc ne~~ t r ve  i,. Pmm equ~lian (4.27). u iarge w w i v e  id 1s attained with n large 
ncg;~lvi: v,, i3y exprer~ing the inverter vol~nge litnilvlion ar 
V ' = b A <  11.501 
whem V k the lnaxilnum invener volrage. 11 ib reel, that a l a ~ e  v, and r large negative 
u,, c;tnnc>t hc dclivcred simuitaneously. Thus. when choosing the optinlum id i a d  i, the 
lnvenrr voltage lilnltation must hr considered ar well as the invcner current limimtion. 
In  this Bssis. h e  mnLrai algorithm is designed to keep i, at zero and var) i, lo adjust the 
~ I ~ ~ l r c l l l l ~ g n ~ t i ~  LIW~UC. 
'Tile mudel o f  the direct axis current channel differs from lhal of the quadramre 
;mis current channel in that L, # L,. The !wo inductances are. however, close enough 
in value that the same PI contrailer wil l  rufficc for bath the quadrature and the direct 
asis curmnt dyllamics. Therefore. the derailed development of the direct axis current 
coamllcr. heing c~srntially the same as that for the quadrantre axis current contmller. 
wil l  not hr repeated lhrre. 
Rased on the quantities measured at rime k and those saved from the previous 
sampling period. the discrnr-lime linear stales ire calculated fmm 
Y lk-11 = y , i W  -T,e, tk l  
. ,, 
x , ~  lk-11 = K," x, , tk l  - K  ,,,. d,,(kl 
,1.511 
The linear m log r  is then conrhincd with ~messur~d rpcud m d  illc qanlclturr. ;,\is ctlrrra 
rne:erurement to determine the complete lnonli!rc;ni volr;%$~. 
4.6 Digital Filter Design and Application 
A hloek diagramof the PMHS molar current sens~n#rystcn~ Is shrwt! ittl'lg 4.5. 
I t  is arsulned that the dynamics of the Hall effect cumn! sc#la,r\ cm he igorud. 141 
practice. some unwanted noise snisls in  the rcnrrd line cuncntr i. and i,. l'lr.;. ~ w n  
digiliil filters are used to filter the noise before Ihr lim: currenls I. ;ud i, ;am m8n$lbn~1cd 
into mtar frame currents i, and i,. 
Digxtal fillen are bmadly divided lnto ,we clrsics. ~rlwb ~#lltll#!elnqSubc 
response tIIR) and finite impulse response (FIR) fillcn. 'The input a d  aatput s~gl;lls at 
the filter are related by the convolution rum, which is given ~n l?quatiens 14.531 hrr thc 
IIR and in  (4.54) for the FIR filter. 
where x(n) is lhc input sequence, h(k), k=O.i. ... is the trnpubc mrpmc a d  y1s) is thc 
1 0 0  
rnutput \cqucnes. I t  ir evident from these equations that, for I IR blten, the impulse 
rcsp~mse is nrlnfinile duration whereas for FIR a Is of  finiteduration, slllce hlkj for  $he 
ITIR lhar only N valuer. In pracdec. ir is not feasible to compute the ou~put of the IIR 
l i l ~ o u r i n g  equation 14.531 because the length o f  ia  impulse response is too long (infinire 
in !l>eoly). 1nne.d. thc IIR filtering equation is errpmr~ed in a recursive fon .  
y l n l  = C h l k i x i n - k l  = C a , ~ i n - k I - C b , ~ i ~ - k )  14.551 
h.,, <.<, ,., 
when: Be a, and h, are the curffieienrr olthe filter. We note that. in Equation (4.55). 
thc current output sample yln) is a function of part outpulr as well nr present and past 
input s;m,pler. that is the IIR is a feedback system of some son. This should be 
comp:~r~d with the FIR cquation in which the current output sample ylnl is a function 
only of part an11 present values of the input. 
Allernalive reprerentations for the FIR and I I R  lilten are given i n  Equations 
i4.:6I and (4.57). respectively. These are the tnnrfcr functions for these filters and are 
very useful in  evaluating tteir frequency rsponses. 
The choice between FIR and i IR  filters depends largely on the relative advantages 
trf the two filter types. FIR filter requires more coefficients for sharp cutoff filters than 
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IIR filter. Thus for a given amplitude response spccificatian. s n c ~ ~  processing linac ;sld 
storage wil l  be required for FIR implementation. FIR fiiler can have an cxrclly ii!r;!r 
phaw response. The implicatianaf thir is that no pllaa distonins i?. i!,trrduced imn $ 1 ~  
slgnai by the fiiter. In thir thesir. kcausc the generaion of str clxmnel digarl PWhi 
signalslakes DSP about 80 ps already. the prarsring rime of filter ir nnrrinly ~.uneemr.d. 
Thus the first order IIR filler is chosen. 
A Butsrwonh fiiler is designed for tixis thcsis lo !lave a naximallg n;nl alnplladr 
response in  the prsband. The edge of  the passband is usually d r f ~ ~ ~ r d  to hc thc rrcqaary 
where Ule ampiirude responre is 0.707 times the maximum wbiuc. Thc ilnlplitudu rurposw 
o f  a Butterwonh fiiter decresrrs monolonically in the trao~sltion h a d  ;md m the aop 
band. The iowpau Buneiwonh fiiter is eharaclerized hy tllu I o l bw~ tg  a;ng~~iludc 
where N is the order of the fiiter and o, is the 3 dB cutol'f frequency. 
An imponaa class of iiR digital filter design is haxd cm convcrtmg it clitrrtc 
analog Buttenvonh filter lo its digital equivalent. The functios in  tiw "Sigsal I'a~ccrsing 
Tooitox [471" for designing the iowpass vecsion orthis fiilcr !r 
Th i l  f u ~ t i a n  designs an N order lowpars fiitcr wit11 cutofffmquency WII. whcre Wa ir 
a number between 0 and 1, with 1.0 corresponding to hrif thc rdmplc fmquc~ry 
according ta the Nyquist criterion. This function remrns thc filter clafflcicnt\ in lcnplh 
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N+ I nlw ucaon a and h The filler coefricirnts are ordered in dercendin$ powerr of 
= a r l i  - e ~ 2 ~ z ' - . . . + e ( n * l l n ~ "  ( 4 , 5 0 1  
l - b i Z i r ~ ' + .  . + b l n + l i r "  
In thlr thes~s. the sampling frequency f. = 6250 Hz. and the maximum line 
Irequcmy ir 60 I l r  Tllu, 
Finally. thc lirsl order IIR Buncrronh digital falter in the tlme domain a charactenzed 
hy t k  difference equation 
Tln: hlock dinglam represeaadon of the filler is given in Fig. 4.8. Fig. 4.9 is the 
compnriron of thc cxperimenlal PMHS motor line currents hefare and after heing 
Ililcmd. 1:bgs. 4 9 (a). (cl and (el show the llne currents before being rillered al 
lrcyuency of 12 Hz. 36 Hz and M) Hz. respectively. Figs. 4.9 (h). (dl and (0 show the 
l8tle currents after k i n g  f~llered. It shows that the designed liller is very effective to 
rrmnovc thc high frequuncy noise contained in line currents. 





(a) tlme (9) 0 I (b) tlme(5) 
(el time (s) (1) time 1s) 
Fig. 4.9 Experimental carrents herorc and ;ltisr hcing liltcnd 
(a) current at I 2  Hz before being filtered lhl current st 12 11, aftci hcinp I~ltcrcd 
ic) currenl at 36 Hz before being filtered id) current at 36 11, aticr king tiltercd 
(el current at 60 Hz before being Bilered li, current ill 60 11, anor bcinp fiitcrcd 
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4.7 Current Control Implementation and Experimental 
Results 
Thc necessary pans to construct the inner laop current contmller have been 
dsvelopsd. Fig. 4.10 shows the funcdonal bloek diagram of Ihe cumnt control loop. 
Th+ direct and quadramre axis current commands are compared against the 
mEaSumd currents LO gencnte the error signals e, and e,. The emn are fed into 
compcnulor algorithm that is composed of the d and q axis Pi coiwuller and emf due 
tu L r  cmn axis nun. Its mtputs am the volmg~s vd and v,. The lransfolmatian fmm d q  
axis vnllags to line quantities i s  taken fmt. The ournut v o l t q r  from the cantmller. v, 
and v, must ultimately be applied to the motor as the line voltages v,, v, and v.. The first 
step is to translatr Ihe rotor frame voltages v, and v, to stalor frame voltages u. and v,. 
md then mnrfed t o  the reference line voltage quantities u.'. ",'and v,'. Since thc 
digital PWM is used t o  actually generate the line voltages. the quantities used lhere are 
tlr PWM commands ralhcr than thc voltages themselves. The PWM command simply 
queifia thc voltage pulse width aver one PWM sampling pcriod that is needed to apply 
the desired voltag, on average. to the mator stator terminals. Finally, the PWM voltage 
suurcc invenrr gatc signals are generated by the dbital PWM system. As described in 
Scction 3.4, lhr d~gatal PWM system for each ehnmeigeneratw a cemrd voltage pulrc 
hy comclly programming the two action regimen. Tk PWM signal8 ars rent to shoot 
tllmugh delay cirmls. then to amplifiers. Finally, the line voltages v,, v, and v. are 
generated hg the volvage source invmer. 
DSllU2 DSP Bosrd 
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Thc line currents are measured by Hall effeet wnsorr and then filtered by low 
par, 11R digl~al filter. The outputs of lhe filler i,,, i, and i., are transformed into the d-q 
ani, currents i, and i, by the current vector rotator. In a separately excited dc motor. the 
armature wrrent and the ficld current are orthogonal lo each other. This gives the best 
dymmic prformancr of a dc motor because the armarum current is desoupled fmm the 
ficld cumnt. In  the vector eontml of rc motors, the reference frame d-q is f w d  in the 
mlor lismc, thus thc control variables can be treated as constans i n  the d-q frame, and 
thc cumnls id and i, appear as dc qu~ntiries in  the steady state condition. In  the PMHS 
motor. the dominant sirgap flux is produced by the permanent magnets and the hysteresis 
material in  the mter. The permanent magnea and hynere9ir matenal wi l l  pmvide enough 
flux so that the mngnetir in~ stator current can be zero i n  the PMHS moror vecto~ 
coaml. As di,cursed in Section 4.5, i, is commanded to zero also, because flux 
wclkcning control is not needed over the r a y c  of mechanical operation in  thi! Lerir. 
With i, = 0. the quadrature current < adjurtr the nlotor torquc. Therefore. the motor 
pcr~ormancu is just like a replrately ex~ited dc motor. I f  the motor field eonlml is 
required. the cunmt idcan he paaitivc for aiding the airgap flux along the d-axis. I t  can 
aisu he wgvlive for demapnetising the airga" flux, resulting in  a decrease of  the total 
nux. 
The mlor position 8, and speed u, signals are gemrated by the digital incremelual 
rcodrr .  Tile mtor position 0, is ~ r q u i n d  for the current and voltage vector rotators, and 
the rolor sped a, is requimd lo calculale emf generated by cross flux in the d-q ares. 
xspcaiveiy. 
10.1 
This is a complclely digaal eonrrol sysu:m. All of lb cllfui;l~oss alcl,;ts *.,I ;trvs 
consolier~. voltage and currea frame transfonnittic,ss. Jigil:&i P\VM rign.81 gcacr.ltia~~ 
and low pars iIR digital filter .re compbtrd hy l h  i)SI ID? DSP 1m;tnl. 
Fig. 4.11 shows the expcrimrntal currents lhaving lltc frcqt8cncy s f  I =  12 11,. 
Themoror line currenlr are measured by HIII ~dfccl snn,n. tltrn red into lhc 1)SI'hl;~nl 
rhmugh an AID interface. Aner filering. thc thrcr phase line currunts ;are lint 
transformed into the two phase a-P stator fmmc. #mod then trunrforn~rd ins, Ilr d.q rutat 
frame. Figs. 4.11 (b) a d  (c) ?how the mlor frame d-q axis currents i., and i,, II i Z  Ilr. 
Similarly. Figs. 4.11 (d). (e) and (0 show the line eurmnl (,, n m r  1i;nmc cuvmnt i., i~nd 
i, at 36 Hz. respectively. Figs. 4.1 1 is). (h) and (i) shew Ihu line current i, ,md rutnr 
framed-q axis currents i, and 6 at 60 Ha, rerprctivciy. It is 1 he nobd t h ; ~  1. currcna 
i, and i, appear as dc quantities in the steady rtatc amdsion. :tnd the dtrect i~xis curmttl 
I, is ideally conuolled lo zero. 
4.8 Summary 
A fully digital current control system fc~r the PMliS motor Ins hcun duvcloped 
i n  this chapter. The electrical dynamics are regulated thmugh the indepsndcnl a,ntntl sf 
the direcl and quadramre axis cunenu. 
First, the fluxes, voltages, undcumnts inthc Ihrce phase rystcm aw cunvunicntly 
exprerwrl as vectors in an onhngonal coodinale SysBm. The clutput o f  lllc current 
CO~BOIIS~S is a voltage space veclor in  the mlor frame. 'This space vector hilr l ~ u n  
retramfamed to a space vector in stator coordinates. 
Fig. 4.11 Experimental line and rotor frame cumnts 
(a) current i, at 12 Hz; (b) cumnt id at 12 Hz; (c) cumnt i, at 12 Hz 
(dl ourrenl i, at 36 Hz: (e) cumnl id at 36 Hz; (0 cumnt i, at 36 Hz 
($1 cumnt i, at 60 Hz: (h) cumnt i, at 60 Hz: (i) cume 6 st 60 Hz 
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I t  wns shown that the convenliunill slittor bmr line current cottas.~llcr u r u  hc 
transforred inloa w to f  d-qcumnr commmmls. Hmucver. llle PI l inc cuwnt c~rr~t~al lun 
are unable lo directly regulate the d-q axis currena wilhout intnducing speed dcpendcrt 
coupling between i, nnd i, In addition. the PI line cumm co8lrollcrr do 11~11 give lent 
sleady rtnre error since the steady stale current cumn~vntlr on llte w l o r  li;tsc ;IW r~nan,~d 
mther than consants. Without further compensation. the d i w l  itppliash,s 1 4  llte 1'1 
stator frame current contmller for Ihe purposc of tcgulitt~ng d-q canustr IS 11111 
ratisfaclory. Instead, a rolor frame PI current contrnllcr was developed. Ilecau% it \eel 
constant eommandr. it give9 zero steady stas crmr. 
Using the frequency domain approach, the quadrature inxis currut  co~~lnrl lcr wits 
developed. The sampled data system was modeled. Based on the curmlll.1116 spwd lcl%lp 
transfer functions, the Bode plot designs were givm. Thc d c v e l o ~ d  cestml .1lgon1l,ss 
have then been put into a form that could be implementd direcdy on Ihr re;8l-lin>c digiutl 
system. 
The advanlagcs and disadvantages o f  both FIR ilnd I IR digital lillerr wcw 
discussed. Because the pmcerring time o f  filtcrr is 1 k  main mncsrn. thc nr r t  onlcr IIR 
Alter war chosen. 
Finally. the performance of the conlroller wdr rxaniinrd. A0 cxprimenl;tl 
verificarion of the algorithm was carried wt by mrusurlng the rlator line curwt  :a 
different frequemicr. The l im  currents were tnnsfrned inul d-q axis s, g t  the crmslnnt 
control variables in steady slate, a d  the direcl axis current id is ideally cc,ntalled lo 
rero. This makes the i m r  control loop oprational 
Chapter 5 
Torque and Speed Control of the PMHS 
Motor 
5.1 Introduction 
The ah)ective of this chapter is to derive the PMHS motor rorque equation nnd 
dcsign the digilal speed cosmlier far the vector cantmi system. The torque control that 
regulates the speed of the PMHS motor, is provided by n quadrature axis current 
command developed hy the sped controller. The digital speed controller design is 
carried out by the symmetry op!iml#m condition bared an the speed loop transfer 
lunction. 
Determination of the PMHS motor torque is much more complicated than that 
for the conventional induction or symhronour motor becauv of the wnlinear hysleresir 
and cddy curnot propenirs. Based on iie model presentd 1x1 Chapter 2, the torque 
uquarion is derived and analyzed far the eonrral purpose. 'The "on-linear equations of the 
rotor hysteresis and eddy currents which are difficult to access by means of outside 
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control are also derived. 
The proponional plus intepr~l (PI) can~mller is nornlrlly r.!npbyrd la lttnit l l t ~  
error h e t w n  the con>ll~anded and actual mlucs o l  line mtnr speed. 'Ilw design of tltc 
gal" and lime consrantr of the speed coaroiler is of cri1ic;d il>~penitncc in  n~rctinp cllc 
specifications far dynamic performance of  dl: PMlIS mmlar, llris!! tllv Btulr. plut 
method, Ihe speed controller is designed around thc nominiti prslnu~ur \.:thlCs. 
Performance goals are rpeclfied in  terms of rise tinge. ovenhoot, :and ac;tdy slaw emjr. 
I: is also impanant that the clared loop pale locnliorn can k u%d ti) specify tIw dyn;bnri~ 
response of the drive system. 
Finally. the experimental verification uhrained hy urlnp the DSP had vrwas 
control is presented. 
5.2 PMHS motor torque equation 
Thc general cxprerrion of the developed lorqur in  !I:u l ~ p h i w  21'-pole iuc ~mular 
is given as: 
I f  the slator and rotor leakage lnduetanrrs I, and 1,. are ncglccted. the flux cququ;itio~l for 
ths permanent magnd hysteresis synchronous lnoer may hc writlcn as: 
l i , b * i , f i a i , , , * i m l  ( 5 . 21  
~ ~ = L w l i ~ , * i q h ~ i v l  15.11  
where i,,ad i,. are the d-axis mtor hyrtcreris current md ~ d d y  current rcspccl~vc.ly, i,,,, 
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m d  i, am Ihe q-axis mlor hygcresis current and eddy current respectively and is the 
cqu#vrlcnr purmancnt magnct source current tn the d-axis. Suhstltuling the Bur linkage 
J."* arvl $, cuf cqultions 15.2) and (5.3) inlo equation I5 I )  the rlectmmagnetic developed 
tc,qus 'rc 01 the PMHS motor is given as 
T, = ~ ~ [ l L , ~ - L , ~ , i i ~ i , , , - L , ~ l i , , ~ * i , ~ - i , ~ i i , ~ - L , , ~ ( i ~ ~ - i , , ~ ) j , ~ , ]  
15.41 
The lirsl lrrm of lllc develop4 torque rquvliun (5 4) i r Ihe reluctance torque component 
which is the pmduct of the d. q axis staror eumnts i, and I, as well ar the difference 
of the d and q axis mutual inductance 4. and L,. Far the PMHS motor. the difference 
111'1115se two induclan~~s is rmall. so this relucrance torque component is not significant 
nlr srrond term of equation (5.4) is the rotor d axir flux interacting with the r:aror q 
rxls current i,.. 'The rotor d arts flux is generated by tile mror d axir hysteresir current 
I, dw rotor d axis rddy current L, and the mtor d axis equivalent permanent magnet 
Youxe current i,. Thlr is the main pn  of  the developed torque of a PMHS matar. The 
hrr term oi'the torque equation (5.4) is a negalivecomponent which is related to the flux 
w~.:tkmmg mnde of operation I t  is the q nxir mlor flux which ir generated by the q arls 
hyrluresb cumnl  i, and eddy current i, reactins with the d axis staror current id,. 
I t  ern be recn fmm tile above analysis that the prediction of Le developd toque 
oi' thc PMHS tmotor is quite complicated for the following two reasons. Firstly, the 
developed torque varies with the amplitude o f  the stator currents i, and i,,. Secondly, the 
\,:nrhhles in) the rotor are not easily accessible by means of outside coaml. The 
eillcutatian of  the rotor cumntr is complicated due to the nonlinear h y r t ~ ~ ~ i s  and eddy 
L 1 3  
CUIT.I effects. 
The derivation of the stnor eurrmt. mtor Ilysaresis current. eddy curmllr rod l i ~ c  
rqu!valsnt permanen1 magnel souicc eurr<a ~.m he siven its Irllcwvr. 
The measured slalor fnml: l im currenlr i, and i, cnn he Iramiunnud ins, nltu~. 
d-q axis current by usmg ILe transfer mvtrir C,,., m d  C., \vhieh ulu ~ l v c n  hy 
The d-q axis voltage equalions far an ;e motor m 
Substituting [he flux linkage Ah and h, ofequalinns 15.2) ;and (5.3) illlo u t p i t t t t ~~  15.6). 
the PMHS motor voltage ~quatians become 
Referring to the PMHS motor rquivalmr circuit which is given is 1%. 2.8. ;bnd 
transferring the vollage equation from lime domain a, kqueney dum;lin, lllc d-:,xis 
vullage equalions in pharor form are ubtaincd as 
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Hy wluing the crlwation 15.8). the mtor d-axis eddy current is given ar 
;md llnc mror d-axis hyrreresir cunent is given as 
Sn = 
IJLLR,~- ~Y,L~R*SR,,~I  (II-&,1 
R ~ s ' R ~ - ~ ~ L ~ ~ R . ~ - s R ~ ~ ) * ~ w , L . . ~ R , , ~ ( ~ R , , ~ + s H ~ ~ )  
15.101 
In Ills r:lmr way as obtaining the d-anis voltage equation (5.8). the q-anis vohge 
equations in  pharor form are ahrained as 
lly sulvlng the equation (5.1 1). the mtor q-axis eddy cunent ir given as 
md the mtor q-ans hysteresis curmn is given as 
The equivalent rouree current L of the permanent magnet is determined by 
An,prrr's law. This law is stared as the line integral 
where c is m y  closed path or contour. H is the magnetic field intensity, and dl is the 
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differential line segmea on the conlour c. In  the PMHS st<rtor. the openling point of thc 
permanent magnet lies in  the second qunlnnl. Whun thc Innnr si8uIingr .,re clwrgwed. 
,he opendng poinr dy~mic i l l l y  varier fi,llowing the r~hnght i i r r  d e l ~ ~ i ~ g ~ ~ c t ~ ~ i a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
eharacrerirtic as described hy 
B. = 8, - l i .~~dL (5 .151 
where B, is the remanence as shown in Fig. 2.2 (h). 'This cqu;sas :nrsaaes t1t.11 the 
maynet remains i n  a linear operaling region during nurllval opcradllg eolldilisnr. 
In a PMHS molor wirh a radial :annular air gap. tile punmallell! magst 1h:ns the 
shape of  an a n ,  ar shown tn Fig. 2.2 ( a ) .  Durtng magnetvation is sr.;umcd 111:s lhc 
same amount of flux magnetizer each differential Imgh. l'hcrehre. intcgnntinn tor  the^. 
differential elements gives a permanent magnet reluctnnce 
[ 15.16) 
' p  1 , " ' ' ~ i .  = Zu.p,,nfi 
where 8, is the remnnencc achieved at r,, a d  L is t k  ;lri;tl Icngtlt cd ~ln: wnn;tncnt 
magnet. The flux generated by the psnatenr mgnrt. which is dcpdcnt  on rem;mc!tce 
B,, is given us 
+, - 2 B , L u r ,  15.17) 
Since the flux leaving the permanent mvgnrl ir arsum~d equ;nl e, lllar crc>\sing lhc 
air gap, the magnet and air gap flux denstlies are related hy 
whsrs A, and A, ure the crorr-sectional areas of the permanent maget and air gap. 
respectively 
The permanent magnet flun 18 easily found by flun division as 
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where Ihc air gap reluctnnce is modeled simply as q=g/p,A, Knowing q. the mmf 
8Icmrs the air gap is 
Thus. the current source equivalent i, of thc permanent magnet is delemined by 
The equivalent current i,. can also be defined by 
wilere F, is the phase voltage induced by the permanent magnet only under Jynehmnous 
sped .  
In the PMHS motor the dominaa air gap flux is produced by the permanent 
nlaenet and residual hysteresis in  the mlor. Because the stator currents 6, and i,, in the 
I n  
mtor frame can be conrrolird independently. the eantml 01 the st;$tor ellrmn! I, tu ,ml 
is applied. In this case there is no magnetizing or drmag~lelizing siong tile d-;,xis snd !be 
nun is praluced by the permanent "ragnet ;ld hgstewris ~wlcrh l r .  Mu$nwlri$. i ,  = 1 
can avoid demqnetinin$ the permanent nrugne! nuteri;tl. R~xause of llw d-;#xis carrcnt 
i. = 0. the tirsl a m  of the developed torque whlch s called tile rciuctatrc largac 
component and rhc last pan of the torque whiuin Is r ngative component r u l l t d  to I l m  
weakening operation, wll i  disappear from the torque uquation. Only tile rn:$in rcrm el  thc 
torque. the rotor d axis flux acted with the aillor q ;axis curwnl i,, rslnrills in  lhc t,wq#e 
equation. Thus rhe torque expression of  equarion (5  4) can bc sit~iplitiul sr 
Equation 15.23) can be simplified as 
where connant & = 3PIZ and C = L,.(i, + i,, + i,). I t  1s ohvicas 1L;bt cqu:btia!n 
(5.24) is similar to the classical expression of torque in  m y  dc maor. In equ:aion (5.231 
I, is the only conrmllabls variable. I f  the control o f  i, # 0 is required. the currcnt i,,. 
can be poativs. and hence it aids the air gap !lux along the d-axis. It ern alsu hc 
negadve, and then it demagnetise~ the air gap flux, resulting i n  i t  decrevss sl'tlle n m l  
muruai flux. The latter technique can be used in  rk flux weakening mldc $11 clwrtblion. 
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5.3 Speed control loop transfer function 
In the PMHS maor vector control syslem. the variables such as eumnt. voltage. 
cleetramagnetic torque and sped are controlled. Consequently, [he multiple control 
structures which can operate in dirfemnt internal configurations are used. A series 
connection control structure is chosn for PMHS molor control as shown in Fig. 5.1. 
Each variable is subject to continuous conlrol and the various regulator omtpuo callsti~te 
rcfemnce values far the subordinated regulatorr. At each stage, the eantml signal 
depends on the actual valuer of all variables, and regulators Rx,.....Rx. compensate for 
the dtsturbrnces and internal rims eonrrantr of  the various control plant uniu. The 
differenl variables x,. .... r, can he easily limited by constraining the output signals of 
reguloton Rx ,..... Rx.,. 
The synthesis of closed-loop control systems in eieclrical driver eomirts of 
cc>nstrucling simple loops that are easy to optimize by selecting an appropriate type of 
mnrraller. In nlosl cases. it is possible to obtain control loops which Involve one or two 
domirunt time conxanu as well as the sum of small lime conrrano. Within such loops 
it is relatively easy to select a eontmller type satisfying the desired performance index. 
Symmclry optimum is employed far paramem relection of the speed cantmller. 
One of the most widespread control stlucnrres employed in an ac drive is the 
series sped conlral system. The blmk diagnm of the system ir shown in Fig. 5.2. The 
PMHS molor has an incremenlal encoder whose output is utilized far closing the speed 
Imp. Tk output of the encoder is filtered lo m o v e  the nppler to provide the mtor 
pwilion 9, nnd speed w,. The sped command d, is empared with the acruai speed w.. 
Fig. 5.1 Cornml SlrUEIUCC with series ccrnnrct8cm 
Fig. 5.2 block diagram of rpgd conlml system 
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s,producc s speed error signal. This ermr rignal ir pmccrred rhrrugh a speed contmller 
to dacrminc the torque current i,. The pmduct of torque current i,, times d-axis flux 
A. gsncratcs eicctmmagnetic torque command. The torque command is limited so as to 
kccp 11 wirhin safe allowable limits and the current command is obtained by proper 
rcrling. Since the d-axis flux is maintained consant. the control o f  she nator q-rrir 
current is equivalent to control o f  the torque current in  the vector controller. The torque 
curre* i, is o h l a i ~ d  from the inner current control feedback loop. The inner current 
lriup assures a Br l  current response and the current limiter also maintains the current u, 
a sale preset level. This inner current loop makes the convener a ilnear current 
amplifier. The outer speed loop ensurer that the aeNal rpced is always equal to the 
conlmandd sped  and any transient ir overcome within Ihe shonest time without 
exceeding the motor and convener capabilities. The transfer functions of the various 
subsystems will he described in  detail in the fallowing subwctions. 
Sped Controller 
The pmponional plus integral (PI) canrrol technique is used for !he speed 
contmller. It consists of pmponioml and integral gain conrtanrs. The expression for the 
rurquc current command c i s  given ar 
where. K. .md KIT. are the pmponional, and integral gain canstanlr, rerptively. The 
transfer hnetion of  the rpced controller is given as 
c, = K ,  1 . 3 3 ,  
T, s 
where T. is the time consmnt ot the cnntmllcr. 
Torque Canrtsnt 
Rewriting the toque equalion (5.23) in which the rotor d axis flux rr;clr w~tlr tile 
stator q axis current L. Ow can obtain the s~mplilird toqur e~pw*nias :IS 
I r i s  wonh notine that equation (5.27) IS r~milar to 11s torque crprrrrian ~n ;t rpgra!ely 
excited dc motor. 
Mechanical Inertia and Load 
The load is modeled as a function of moment of inenia J with I vixous rricti8xt 
coefficient o f  B. Then the acceleration torque drivcs ihc Lwd. Thc t<lqus hsl;nncc 
equation is gwen by 
where T, is the load torque. The transfer function for the loitd is givon nr 
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G,(sl = = P = PL (5 .301 
Js-8 IfT,S 
whew L c  rdin K. = P/O, and Ihe time sonstanl Tm = J/B 
Ineremcntal Encoder 
Thc rotor position and speed signal arr generated by an optical incremental 
encmlrr. The outpa of the encoder is filtered lo remove the ripples to pmvide the mlar 
posilion 0, and speed o,. The transfer funclion of the speed feedback path is given as 
Synthrsls of Current Contml Lwp 
For the sake of Iubsequrnt discusston. the current contml Imp wil l  be 
nppmximated by an inertia clement with equivalent lime conrtanl T,. This approximation 
is hesed on the current controller integration time T .  The selection of the current 
conlraller inlegration time T, is made an the basis of the ratio of motor time constant to 
the Sum of small time constanlr of the current control loop T,. When the motor is 
supplied lhrough a PI eantmller and PWM inverter, it is assumed lhat current loop time 
constant is ' 
for oprirniwlion by the symmetry criterion. 
It is to hP empha6il~d here lhat this discussion is comet in terms of the 
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arrumpt io~ made and that it is ro be seen us drlininb crniiin throrvlic;tI guidrli!es. In  
prscrice. the convener dead time. for csample. depmds ton the point of drirc apcrmio~n 
m d  conrequently the real ehamclerirticr may dilfer sear~vh;$t tioln the ~ltuorctir;ql 
predictions. 
As discussed above and ~ R r e d  to m Fig. 5.2.  the open lhnp crmwlbr lil~rtn,u 111 
the speed contml system is gwen as 
, = K.K,P:l+T.sl 
ST, (l+sT,) l B * s J l  l l + ~ T , i  
-- K , K , P l T , s i l l  
f lmT.T.~ ' *T. [J(T,*T~~ +BT~T,IS'+T, [ B I T - + ~ ~ J  s:+BTvs 
15.331 
and the closed loop lransfcr funclion is given as 
For aplimizing and simplifying Ihc speed contml sysmm. the symmctry crllcrirlrl 
is used. The basic ~ssumptions are as foilow. 
1. The PMHS drive has n large time constanls 7. l x  = I. .... n). each ell which 17 
much larger than the sum of small lime constants ET,. The drivc tranrl'cr funclit>n i\ 
given by 
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2. Thcelcments with lalpc time cunrtants canbe replaced by integratin~elementr 
3. Thc product of transfer functions For lid-order inertia elements with small 
t ime clmrvilnts am simplified ro 
'TI," cuma  loop equivalent time constant for a sir-pulse transistor invrner may 
he o i lmeed m be T, c I ms. Consider the black diagram of Fig. 5 2. The sum of 
%mall lime conrlrnts for this conlml loop is given by 
T,,, = Tn + T, 15.381 
where'Tm is ~kcquivalcnl time constan! of the current contml loop. and T, ir the speed 
furdhrcli loop time constant. 'The transfer function should be further simplified by 
mplrctinp the viscous frk:tion parameter 8. Thus the open loop tnnrfer function can be 
ohtainrd as 
5.4 Speed controller structure and design 
'The commller is designed as though the speed can be measured directly. in 
:nldition. the controller output is allowed to depend upon the s p e d  input, meanins that 
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no addilioml stare ausmenotion is ncrcssary. Ihe srprralion of tills-sushr ;also :dla!v.i 
Ihe dynamics of the current cantroller to he tgnomd icrr the puqose of sp~.cd col~asller 
design. The actual currenr is assumed to reach its cornn~~#nled value i#tst;n~iat~cously 
One way to produce n discrete-rime 1'1 cunlml strvclurc is to disurctin 111~. 
continuour time PI Controller srmcrurr This results ~n r r imihr \tructurc tllrl w;. ilrvll 
in lhe cumnt contmllrr. 
The optimal propenier are lbund under conditions u i  syalinetry clpti118i~~tol!. I n  
this case the phase shift angle represented on the 10s chilractcr~slics of ~hc  apcn u,ami 
loop attains is peak value far the cmrr over imquency q,. Themfi,m. 1. cros.;-sver 
frequency u. is just in the middle between w, = 111; and u, = II'l',. in  lltc Ik~garit la~~~c 
scale. The cross over frequency can k obtain4 from t b  following reltntio~r ;a 
r, = J 
K . p K ,  
15.42)  
From equations (5.41) and (5.42) the praponionrl pan of the contrullcr sndci syrnmctry 
optimization is given as 
K " = L  =A 
T n p K ,  P K , ~  
'5 .111 
Fora given lime coltant T., one obtainndynamic respan5cr which dspcnd rlrlcly on lhc 
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spe~vl eontmllcr integration conrtant T,. It can be easily demonsrrated lhat the transfer 
function C,($ of the closed contml Imp is given by 
while the oulput-disturbance tnnrfer function GI.($) is ~iven as 
For optimal response, the magnimde of the frequency response is close to one 
over P wide frequency range which guarantees a high bandwidth and hence faster 
rerpanse. The gain factor of the speed controller is selected fmm equation (5 43). It is 
bund lhat far T./T, = 4, one obtains the symmetry optimum condition. Then the sprrd 
elored loop Iramfer G,(r) function reduces to 
The equation (5.46) is valid for the symmstric optimum condition. For theopen 
Iwp lnmfer function. the comer points are 114T, and LIT, with the gain crossover 
lirquency of 1/21,, The slope of the magnitudererponw in the gain cmsraver fmqueney 
is -2OdBldeeade which is the most desirable chmereristi~ for good dynamic behaviour. 
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Because of its symmetry at the gain crossover fmquccy. chis lrnnsfer funcriun is knowo 
as a symmetric optimum function, The step response of the lcltufer f~mmtbn is ~ i v u n  hy 
Using the first order filter T, = TT. lor the sped commlnd. lhc Ir~nsfur (bnclia~> wil l  hc 
The step response for this modified transfer function is given us 
The denominator of 11s c lmd  iwp  transfer function (5 .46 )  cm be wrilrcn ;a 
I t  is dear Ulat the real panaf the poles of the equation (5.46) is negative so tllc system 
is stable. For thesymmetric optimum design. the system stability is usuully guamntecd. 
This appmach indicates one of Ls possible methods to synthesize the spcrd 
conmiler. The judicious choice of approximations is b a s 4  on the physicill pammtrrs 
of the motor. invcner. filter and tnnsducerr. 
Pig. 5.3 isa Bode plot o f  t k  open Iwpspeedeontrol system far d i f feml  valucr 
of K, where K = TJTq. The gain margins are about 25 dB  a d  the phase magins vary 
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from 20' t o  50'. I t  is to be notrd that the phase angle of the I m p  transminion sum 
tocar -180' for low fmquencies, riser toward ifs maximum near the gain cmss o w  
freqsoncy. and then falls off again at higher frequcneles. Note that the function clarsly 
fol low Ihe ehancteri8lics o f  the rymmcsic optimum funelion, and the controller 
tn~intnins sufficient phar margin lo ensure the c l o d  loop system slahility. 
Pig. 5.4sh"ws the unit step responseof clascd speedcontml system. fig. 5.4 (a) 
is tile step response o t  quation (5.44). Fig. 5.4 @)is a stepchangeof speed command. 
when a, input niter with l ime mnstant T, = T, b us&. The use of the input filter 
signitiuntiy reduces Ik speed ovcnhwt while the control loop retains irs stability. it 
should bc noted that sueha t i r e  domain response is achievd if there is n o  limit o n  $he 
lclrqur pmduced by the motor. rime a linear relationship beowen thc speed error and the 
torque is assumed. But  in the practical PMHS motor drive gltem, the torque capahiliIy 
o f  the motor and the eumnt capability of the invcner limit the maximum allowabk 
torque. Thus this time domain raponre represcnSalliy the small signal responv of the 
system. Fig. 5.5 and Fig5.6 show the Bode plot of the dosed speed Imp conrml system 
with and without input lilter. respectivciy. 
The design is cnmed out in the frequency domain. Defining Ihe .-plane transfer 
function for rhecontmi system. the proponional and integral gains ofthe speed controller 
are adjusted until the loop transmission has the required bandwidth and pha r  margin. 
It should be noted that the usual design relationship between bandwidth, phase margin. 
:md transient response ere in  terms of a wand  order sysm. Even using one order to 
represent the cumnt conlml loop. the speed contml system is sti l l  fourth order, w i t h  
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poles that are not necessarily widely rpanled. Thus. lhcw design mies are 11u.d unly 
as guides in  the design process. 
Acceptable performance ikohla~nrd when K-4 is chcrra. Fig. 5.3sht~~vs I~I;II the 
gainmargin i r  about25 dB and the phase margin i s  nearly 35'. 'The nr.9 rerpcnw rit<nvr 
small ovenhoot and rapid rise lime. 
5.5 Speed control implementation and experimental 
results 
The performance o f  the speed control system is demanrtntcd hy lcsting t l ! ~  mmor 
at different sped. Fig. 5.7 shows the rotor parition innd qirrd vs time in  t11e nssdy state 
mode for different values of frequencies. Figs 5 7 (a). (c). (r) ;and (g) \h<,rv tltc lrrslr 
position st 1Hr. 12Hz. 36Hr and 60H1, respectively. Figs. 5.7 (h). Id). I0 ignd 111) ,hew 
the rotor speed when the frequemicr are IHz. i2Ilz. 36Hz and 60Hr. re,pxl~v~ly. I'hc 
mtor position olttput Is from the rhafl digilai incremental cnendur. ma n,mr p>rilion is 
represented by radian. For the Cpole exprimenla1 PMHS motor. !h~. n,mling :#ngle will 
be x t  to rem whenever i t  reaches 2 r  radian. The mtor ;angular rpccd is ruprescntcd hy 
radian per sccand ( nd .A~ . ) .  For the frequency of IHL. 12Wr. 36112 and 69llr. ths 
mtor angular sped are 3.14. 37.70. 113.10 and 188.50 md.lrec.. resprcttvsly. ;md the 
mrar speed is 30, 360. 1080 and 18W revolution p r  minute frpm), tespcctivrly. T l s  
speed curves clearly show that the PMHS mutor runs quia rmuothiy without ;my 
ossiliatian over the wide sped range, even at 30 rpm far a supply frequency of I I l r .  
. l o r \  2 5 j,[---j 
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Pi$. 5.7 Sleady nme performances of the rotor position and speed 
lsl mrar position at 1 Hz: (b) rotor speed a 1 Hz 
lc) rotor posilion nt I2 Hz: (d) rotor speed at 12 Hz 
lr) mtar posilion at 36 Hz; (t) rot07 speed at 36 Hz 
Is1 rotor porilion at 64 HE: (h) rotor sped at 60 Hz 
Fig. 5.8 Tmkra pdonmxe of the mtM. pasition aad speed 
(a) rota pasition at 12 Hz; (b) speed respose at 12 Hz 
(c) mtor pasition at 36 Hz; (d) speed rcspose a 36 Hz 
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Fip. 5.8 showy the transient performances of the rpeed control system. R$s. 5 8 fa) md 
fh) 5hlrw the rotor pnrition a d  angular rpeed prformances when the rotor mns from 
~!;mndnili to 37.70 rrd.icec. which repreants 360 rpm. The rise lime is about I second 
;xnd lhwc is a $mall ovcshoot. Then, llre motor runs very stably. Figs. 5.8 IF) m d  (d) 
show the mtor position and angular s p d  performanecr when tine rotor mnr fmm 
at;tdstill to thc i13. lOrd. lwc,  which represenu the i080rpm. The overshoot is almost 
rcn, 11, thts sitvation. It is to he obarved that lhe PMHS motor obtains remarkable 
rleady slatc and dynamic stabllily at low frequency operation, Thus it is a distinct 
;~dvimtagrous lealure over thoreeonventinnnl synchmnous motors a! low rpeed operanon. 
5.6 Summary 
'She sped controiler for the PMHS motor has beendevelopd i n  this chapter. The 
contmiier operates as the outer loop of the multi-loop control system nnd issues 
commands lo the current eontmi loop in order roadjust theelectromqnetic torque of the 
motor. 
First. the general expression of the developed torque of the PMHS motor war 
derived. Then the loquc equation was analyzed for the vecror control purpose. The 
expression of the mlar hysteresis current, eddy current and equivalent permanent magnet 
sounr current acre rlro presented. Bmure the mntrol of the stator current &, to rrm 
is ;~pplied, i,, is the only controllable variable. Thus the toque eqvltion is similar to the 
cl;lssiurl expression of torque in any dc motor. 
For optimizing and simplifying the speed control syrtcm. the symmetry criterion 
l i-, 
is used on the bwic arrump!ionr. Por the ctmveacuce of conlrullei d~..;!gn. the ~malrrter 
function is rimplifird that the current uonlml hip a ;tpprurim;aud by ;an tsr.~lt;t ulot~eat 
with equivalent time mnsea 'C,. It may h. cmpl~as~rd ihcw 113;t this ;q,pnrx~#a;!tnan I\ 
acceptable i n  terms of thc assumptions mrdc. In  pclcliec. u>tlle p;,ntntelcrr delrlld ,,c) 
the poia of drive operatton and c~~nsequrndy lllc rvrl ~ln;rac!crnn~er a!:ty dt tkr  
somewha from thc Ihroredcal pnulictiuns. 
Because the real pnn o l  the poles oilhe mnskr functitw mg:aiuc 1 1 r  \yrletn 
stability ~s guaranteed for (he rym18lalric oplinlutn dosign. Then. the llclde plel hoch 
the open and closed loop rpeed control ryPcm. :ad tllu (!nil slcp rerpoltres 111 chnctl 
speed toem1 system wrw aiven. 
The performance of the sped contrnilur wus tlien dentm~$tnt~cd wit11 \L.VLT;II reill- 
time experiments. The s& contmlirr war sltown to pclsresa lllc dcrimd cir;rr;mnvriuic\ 
in terms of rise time and overshoot. The .ite;!dy sl;tle rotor pc~rilit>n itnd \peed a\pt,sse 
are quite smoothly in  a wide speed mnge ud wilhclu! any ~oscill;~liun. 
Chapter 6 
System Implementation and Experimental 
Results 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters, the PMHS motor n d  inverter models. and the current 
iwd contmiiers were presented This chapter describer the hardware and roflware 
i~nplemrntvtion of the digital signal processor based vector control system of  the 
Frmilnenl nlngnet hysteresis synchronous molor. 
In implementing thts contmi system, the ryrtem's major functions and their 
intemonnectiona are described by means of a functional diagram. Then a biiefdescription 
~ ) f  tltr system sonware is presented. 
The hardware requiremenrr of each function are dincussed separately. First, the 
DSI102 DSP cuntmller board which plays the main role in  the canlml system is 
d c ~ r i b ~ d .  This includes the architectural overview, host interface dercription, anaiog to 
digital and diyttal lo  anaiog subsystems. and slave DSP application. 
Then the rxperimrnlal permanent magnet hysteresis synehronou~ mator and 
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volugs source invener are presented. Nen. lne opmr i l l l  prillciplc and slructure sf  th~. 
optical incremental encoder. Lr rotor parition mn~arurcar's and nllor r pvd  c;dcul;tlion 
are deseribrd. Finally. erprimenral results which include stcad)' stale and n;stisg 
p m a r  of the drive system at different frequencies am pmseaird. 
6.2 General Description of the PMHS Vector Co~~trol 
System 
The DS1102 DSP bared vector control of a PMHS !motor <vas sueccrrit~lly 
implemented and tesled. The general hardware snd ulllw;bm dcrcriptiuns af I~L. costml 
system are included in tlnis subsection. 
6.2.1 System General Hardware Description 
The following is a brief description of the cxperinlrnlal rst-up or thc whuls 
control system. The main equiprnenl used in  the exprimuntal %[-up am: 
DSI  102 DSP board 
. 386 penonal computer 
. Three phase full wave rectifier mdule 
0-20 V dc power supply 
. P l l l  VSI voltage source trnnsirtor inverter 
L I W  AM gate rignal ampl ikr  
9 lntelface circuits baween DSP board and inverter 
PMHS motor with dc loading maehim 
- H25D optical imrementsl encder 
Hail rffwr eumnt sensors 
Tektmnix 2212 digital storage oaillorcope 
. Voltage and current meters 
Resistam hank 
Fig. 6.1 rhaws the experimental setup of DSP based vector eontml system o f  the 
PMHS motor. It consisu of five pans: the DSllO2 DSP hoard, the voltase mu= 
inveer .  the interface circuits. the PMHS motor with load and rotor position and stator 
cumnt measuremena, as shown in Fig. 6.2. All of the calculations and rignal pmcessing 
arc carried out by the DSP board. Thcv eaicvlations include d-q axis current contraller. 
speed coemilcr. speed calculation, voltage and cumnt vector rotators, digital filters. 
rrfer~nce voltage caledation, digital sinusoidal puirc width madulatian (SPWM) signals 
generation. analog to digital and digital lo analog rignal transformations. The pmgrrmr 
are downloaded into TMS320C31 m a r  DSP and TMS320P14 slave DSP chips. 'The 
digits1 switching signals that are  to be fed to the invelfer to drive the PMHS motor it= 
determined hy tho DSP board. These signals are based on the compariron of the 
refcrrnce cumnts derived am' actual cumnls as well as mtor parition fed back. The 
actual EOrrenl.5 are measured using Hall effect m m n t  transducers and the mtor position 
is ohtained fmm the optical incremental encoder anached to the motor shaft. The dc 
machine. coupled to the PMHS motor and connected ta the resistance bank, acts as a 
loading machine. 
Fig. 6.1 Experimental setup of DSP based vector umml of PMHS mmr 
Fig. 6.2 Exp~rimsnral setup block diagram 
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6.2.2 System General Software Description 
Fig. 6.3 shows the b i ak  diagram of  the vector control schuntu fur llle PMllS 
motor. The control syrtem software is carried out by the DSll02 DSP huud. The curput 
signals o f  the DSP board are three phase stator cumnrr and rotor position. ;sxl tlnc 
ou tp~~ l  of the DSP board is the digital switching si~nals that iiw fed 10 !he inverter. 'The 
flaw ehan of  thc main program far the PMHS motor vector control sysam is r h o w ~ ~  it, 
Fig. 6.4. In the control system. rotor rpeed is obtained from rotor position ;md t i n l t ~~g  
counter. The three phase stator current signals which include both the on>rgnitude itnd 
phase informaion are obtaimd by the digital filter. Because the current controllen ;arc 
designed i n  the rotor d-q axir frame, the stator currents are tr;&nrfc.rrcd into thc 
orthogonal stator frame a$ axis first, then transferred into the rotor 'I-q rxis to gm 
cumnts id and i,. The speed signal w, obtained from the mtor position and ltming munter 
is fed back to compare with the reference speed u:. The spced cmr  is the input of tile 
speed controller. The output of the rpeed conlmller is the q-axis referenec current i,,'. 
Bath the d-q axir cumnts i, and i, are fed hack lo  compare with the d-q axis wkrcncc 
cumnts i,' aod g', respecrively. The current enon e, a d  r, are the input of the d-axis 
and q-axis current controllen. The rotor d q  axis voltages v, and v,, arc gcnur;$led I,y the 
eombimtion of  the current eontmllers output and the back emf. Thea rotor btme 
voltsges need to he ttanrfonned into the slator three phases frame again. Thus ,he lhmu 
phases stator frame reference voltages v,', v,' and v.' are htamed by the vola8pr: vcctor 
mtatar. Finally, &channel rinusoidal pulse width modulation signals are fed into the 
interface circuit to control the 6-pulse transistorized voltage source invencr. 
! .... ......-................-..........-... 1..... : 
Fig. 6.3 The black diagram of the vector control scheme for the PMHS motor 
Fig. 6.4 The main program now chart of the PMHS ,notor vector nm!n,l 
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6.3 DS1102 DSP Control Board 
The digital signal precessor Ir a specialized microprocessor whose architecture 
is optimized to perform its task efficientiy. The DSIIOZ DSP board is specifically 
designed for the development of high speed multivariable digital eonlrallers and real lime 
cantml in motor driver and vehicle eearalr. as well as for general digilal rrgnal 
procaring larks. The DSllO2 DSP b a r d  contains two DSPs We main pmerror is the 
Texas lnstlvments TMS320C31 floating paint digital signal pmcessar whtch has the main 
proeersing unit providing fast instlvclian cycle time for numeric intensive algaridtms. 
The second processor is the TMS320P14 DSP used far many different digilal 110 
functions. The DSP has been supplemented by a set of on-board peripherals frequently 
u x d  in  digital control systems. Analog ra digilal and digital lo analog converters, a 
digital I10 subsystem and incremental sensor interface make Le DS1102 an excellent 
DSP b a r d  solution fat a broad range of digilal control tasks for PMHS motor drivn. 
A ~ h i t r a u r a l  overview 
The DS1102 hoard is built amund the TMS320C31 DSP. i t  contains 128K Words 
memory fast enough to nilaw zem wait stare operation. Several peripheral rubryuemr are 
implemented lo  ~ p p o r t  s wide range of  digital signal pmcessing applications. Fig. 6.5 
presents a block diagram of  Ihe DS1102. Tk TMS320C31 supp?rts Le total memory 
space of  16M 32-bit words including program, dala and 110 space. A l l  off-ship memory 
and I10 can be accessed by the hart, even while !he DSP is lvnnlng thus allowing eay 
system setup and monitoring. 
swtic RAM 
Fig. 6.5 Block lllagram of the DSIIOZ DSP lwlanl 
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Thr TMS32OC31 DSP 
The TMS320C31 third generation floating point DSP is a high performance 
tnrmkr  of Texas Inrtrumene' TMS320 family o f  VLSl digit l l  signal pmcessors. I t  
performs parallel multiply and arithmetic logic unit (ALU) operations on integers or 
Ilnating point numhers in  a single cycle. I t  suppons a large address space with various 
addn~sing modes allowing the use of  high level languages for application development. 
Some key lealures of  (he TMS320C3i are 
50 ns single cycle instruction execution time 
Two IK*32-bit dual access on chip data RAM blacks 
64.32-hit instruction cache 
. 32-bil instlllctian and dam words. 24-hit addresses 
40132-bit floating point /integer multiplier and ALU 
32-bit barrel shifter 
Eight 40-bit  accumulator^ 
TWO indepeudent address arithmetic units 
&cia1 pon 
. DMA controller for concurrent DMA and CPU operation 
. Four external intern@ 
TWO 32-bit timers 
AID sohsystm 
The DSilO2 contains two types of analog to digital converterr: 
1.1 9 
Two 16-bit auto-eaiibnting snmplinp AID eonvcnrrs with il~lcgriurd 
ramplelholds. 
Two I?-bit sampling AID conveners with ~ l~ l eg rd l d  s:%mple/itolds. 
The AID regisler oddreras are shown in  Table 6.1 
Table 6.1 AID subsyJlem regiaer addresses 
A l l  ADCs have single ended bipalar inpuct with f 10 V input span. A l l  warn lines an: 
connected lo system ground. To avoid ground loops, separate return l i na  should b ussd 
for all connected sensors aml the sensor grounds should be isobl~ul fmm each olhcr. 
DIA mbsyaem 
The DS1102 board conlains four 12-bit digital to unnlog convensrs wilh 
programmable wQut voilage ranges. The D/A subsystem conrirct of Rmr data sp imn .  
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four output registers, a mode regirler and a strobe hit register. The register addresses are 
shown in Table 6.2 
Table 6.2 D/A rvbsyslem reglster addresses 
The DACs have single ended voltage outpull with * 10 V span. The reNm lines of the 
outputs nre connecled to syslem gmund. Each DAC features a set of oua back lo back 
regislers, a data register connected to the data inpull and an oulput regirter comected lo 
DIA convertefer. This allows the DAC to qutnt ia l ly  preload new oulpul values and then 
to update the DIA outpuU simuitsneausly by copying the contents of the dam re~isrem 
to the aulput regislerr by a common transfer slrobe. 
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Digital I 1 0  ~subsyslm 
The DS1102's digital 110 ruhsyslrm is h;lsed on lllc 'TMS32OPI.1 DSI'. The 
Digital 110 subsystem register ~ddrers is given in I'rhle 6.3 
Table 6.3 digital 110 suhrystc~l~ wgislrr addwssur 
Berider a 16-bit fixed point DSP core. it has 8 hil-rclwlohlr pitmilel 110 pwl. rour 
timers, six PWM eircuiu, four capture inpuu and ;I rerid ~nt'rbce. T h  'TMS3ZOP14 
canrains firmware making all on-chip peripherals ncce~riblc hy lhr TMS321lC31. Aftcr 
power up the DSP executes an I10 server l imwrre rcsidin~ in? i a  huill in pnqr:tsb 
PROM. This PROM has been augmenled by an external pragr;bm RAM providi!,g 2, 
program download feature which nllowr sppiicnlion spccilie DSP pn%r;mls 11) he 
exemled i n  parallel c TMS320C31. 
Inerrmental encoder subsystem 
The D S l l M  conrains two incremental sensor itIlrrfacsr 1 suppirrl clpliwll 
incremental  enso on used in  the PMHS molor vector conlml. The register addresses 111 
the ineremental encoder are given i n  the Table 6.4 
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'Table 6.4 Incremental encoder subsystem regircer addresser 
Each interface conrains line rreetvrrr lor the input signals, a digital noire pulse filter 
climinsing spikes on the phase lines. a quadrature decoder which converts the rcaaor'r 
phase infomatinn to count up and count down pulses, a 24-bit counter which holds the 
cumnt pos~tionafthe sensor anda24-bit output latch. Fig. 6.6 shows the block diagram 
of an inerrmenla1 sensor interface. The minimum encoder state width a 120 nr reruling 
I" a muximum count frequency of 8.3 MHz. Noise pulses shoner than 80 nr are 
climiwdltd by tile digital noise lilter. 
After plwer up the pasltion counrers conrain arbitrary data and must be 
synehmnirud to the absolute position of the connected motor. This is accomplished by 
nroving [he mpecdw wnror untll an index pulw is sncaunterrd. To monitor the index 
lines the index pulses are fed to the TMS320C31's interrupt liner. When the DSP has 
detected an index line i t  may rcwt the respective position counters by setting the flags. 
The output duu can be read via the corresponding position counter register. The 5 V 
sensor supply voltage output is connected to the host's 5 V power supply v ia  a mullifuse. 
Fig. 6.6 Block diagram of an inerrmentni encoder idarrncs 
6.4 Experimental PMHS Motor and Inverter 
The experimental 5 hp permanent maget hystsrrris synchrunaur ec,a,r uxd i h  
this thesls is the Mawdsley's Mvlt~fnrm Research Machine Sct. I t  is ii b.encnl?~xd 
experimental machine whore stator windings can be connected lo dilferenl nuakr of 
poles and phases far opention. I s  thc experiment, the slutor windings wee eonligured 
nr a 4-pale, delta.conmctian with rated line voltage of 208 V. The pennimcnc ~l,;%rnt 
hysteresis rotor was inrencd i n  the Mawdrlcy machine stator. Thc narr hyncm'iir 
material ir made of 36% Cobalt-steel alloys a d  the Neodymium Imn Henm INdl'eR) 
pimanenr magnets are arranged within the hyrtcresir maarial. Fig. 6.7 is r picturn 111' 
the PMHS motor rotor and stator. The pertinent pmpm~es of lhs muor malcrials. dcrign 
dimensions and Ule parameters of theexpenmental PMHS motor am given in Appwl ix  
Al. 
(a) Experimental PMHS motor rotor 
(b) Experimental PMHS motor stator 
Rg. 6.7 Experimental PMHS motor 
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Ingeneral. the 3-phase ac vul tgr  avnilahlr in0 Inbornlory i s ~ l f  r rori;$lrlcmlr;#yc 
aod fixed frequency type. Such r power supply is Inor suiehle (or 1. %,;mn;thle rperyi 
operation o f a  PMHS motor. the slnxd of  which depends on the supply licqaenuy. I lc ! rc  
Ihe invener. which can convrn the three phase fixed frequury 8tc illlo ;I u:trt;lle \.oIt;tgt! 
with variable frrqusncy, is required i n  t k  PMnS nlaror drive. 'mere :are anc :tc-dc 
convener and one dc-ac inverter In this drive system. Tile Rrrl one is tc? convcn e~~nrt;mt 
frequency utility ac supply ro a dc voltage source uaing a d i d e  bridge rcctilicr. .rlr 
b r i d~e  mcifler alonz with the dc link capaciiance FIfums Iltls convenian. Thc woml 
one is a three phase invener which convenr the de link voil;tg lo  a v;nriahle fcequc!ry 
ac voltage and serves as the input lo the PMHS rnolor. Six lmnsistorb ilrc usd la huiid 
this three phase inverter. The six gate signals Rom LC DSP bard ore fed thnrugil ;b #:nlr. 
drive e imi r  and amplifier, and then ~wileh the appmpritln: devices 'Ihs lhnr: aulpt~ls 
of the invener are then fed to the correspodlng phases of  l l~u motor ~crmilunlr. 
6.5 Rotor Position and Stator Current Measurements 
Only two feedback signals are needed for this veclor central sy\lcno One IS t l r  
mlor pasition alxl the other is the stator mrrcnts. In Ihr PMllS mourt drive ryucm. (In: 
mtor position sensor is an imponant pan ofthc overall syrsrn. 
6.5.1 Optical Incremental Encoder 
The incremental encoder has a simple arumre. Bmidcs, i t  can carily tntnsmit 
signals because it has fewereleenical wires for output. Thuuutput pulms o f  tho cncc,dcr 
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do not show t h  absolute value of the rularional position of !he axis. The number of 
pulrsr is pmpanional to the rotational angle o f  the anis. The abrolute value o f  the 
rotatillnal porltlon o f  the axis is shown hy the result of accumulating the output pulses 
o f  thc cncder by using a counter. 
Fig. 6.8 is a slruenrral drawing of an incremental msodcr's relative angular 
positinn detector of output A and 0 rype. hnv ig  signal Z of phase zero. 
The light projcctd from the LED goes through the riitr o f  the mtary disc and 
each of (he slits A. B anl Z o f  the fixed board with slirs. Then [he light is detected by 
Lr light receiving deviccr A. B, and Z. Slits A and Ban the fired board with slits have 
a phurc difference of  90 degrees. The sleslrical output, wilh irr waveform shaped. is a 
mcllngular wave with the same 90 degree phase difference. Fig. 6.9 shows the output 
wavefonnr o f  (he H25 incremental optical encoder. When enealer'r shaft is rotated. it 
generates two pulse signals wilh a 90 depree phase shift. The frequency o f  the encoder 
output waveforms is proponional to the speed ar which the encoder shaft is mtating. The 
sign of the phaw shift af signal B with rsylect to signal A determines the direcrion of 
rol i l t i~n. I f  signal B lags signal A. the rotation is counterclackwise viewed from the 
shaft, athenvile. the apposite is true. 
The mtar position ciln be obtained fmm the encoder output waveform by counting 
lbe rising edger of a pulw train signal with a digital counter. For an incremental encoder 
with a given number of pulse per revolution. the resolution of the position tneasured is 
given by 
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fixed board with slits 
rota; disk 
Fig. 6.8 Slruetvre of incrrmenel rrcdeler 
Fig. 6.9 lwrrrnenrai encoder oulput waveVormr 
ao, = 2r pulses p e r  revo lu t ion  (Iadi 16.11 
In lhc PMHS vector control system inlplernented, the incremental optical encoder has 
p u l s e s  per r evo lur ion  - 1000 16.21 
Thcrebre. the resolution of he position rneasurernenr is 
a0. = 2 l r a d l  - 0 .36  degree 1000 (6.31 
6.5.2 Speed Calculatim Software 
After measuring the rotor position. the mtor speed can then be c~lculated hy 
where T, is the speed ealculalian lime rtep, and n = 0. 1. 2. ... 
Tltu software flow chaa for speed caiculation is given i n  Fig. 6.10. First, the value of 
the pulse counler and pulse index are read. I f  the index is not equal to one. the rotor 
pwllion is calculated by multiplying the pulse counter and the pulse resolution. I f  ~ h c  
inder is equal to one. he mtor speed is calculated using h e  time between two indices. 
Fig. 6.10 Sped rnwmmmt flow ohut 
6.5.3 Stator Currents Measurement 
Hall effect w m o ~  are used for currents rnwmmmt in the laboratory 
wperimmrs. The analog nnpuu of the cUrnm w o n  are digitkd wing 12-bit analog 
to digital (AID) convmra hi l t  in the D S l l O Z D S .  Because the AID ports have 
single emdod b i i h  inputs with f 10 V input span, & maximum output of the currem 
ssasors m t  be W within 10 V. This is dore by adjusting the Hall effect sensor's 
load. Since the st- currrnt of & PMHS motor is a b t  40 A. & h e 1  effect 
sensor's load is chwn to be 120 0. Thus a 1 A input curmu of the Hall e W  s e w  
is calibrated by 0.12 V HW effect mm's  o u p t ,  aad fbe maxirmrm ou~ut  of the 
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sensor wlli he limited within 10 V. 
'The ?analog to digital eonversinn i t  p e r f 9 r d  by senin8 the lOCTL register. The 
sea of lhr md  of eonwrrion outputs of the ADCs ern be nlonitored by reading the 
iOCTL regisler birs BUSY. Thtr enabler the DSP to track the cumnr conversion and to 
rerd the ADC data a f l r i  Ihr conversion hnr been campiered. Fur the 12-bit ADC pon. 
Ihc convrnion lime for each convener is 3 us 
6.6 Experimental Results of Steady State and Starting 
Performances 
The mutar is tested with the dc ionding machine coupled lo  the shaft. where the 
correspondent angular speeds at frequency range of I Hz to 60 Hz are 3.14 n d . 1 ~ ~ .  to 
188.5 rad.lsa, and the mlor speeds are 30 rpm to 1800 rpm. 
The stator currents are measured by Hall effect sensors and then put into analos 
lo digital pons of the DSP board. The stator d-q axis cunenu are calculated by 
Ir~nslbrmlnp Ihe 3-phase a-b-c slator frame cumens to 2-phase u-4 ~la lor  frame, then 
2-pbilr u-8 stntar h m e  eumnls are convened inlo mlor frame d-q axis. The mtor 
position is ohlained by anaplical incremental encoder which is coupled with the PMHS 
!nolor shall, then it isscntlo the DSP bald lhraughm incremental sensor interface. The 
rtltor angular speeds are ealcuial~d fmm the rotor position as described in  wetion 6.5.2. 
Fig. 6.11 shows the steady stale performance of DSP based vector control PMHS 
nlolur runninp a 36 Hz. The stator line cumnt i, is shown in  Fig 6.11 (a). I t  is clear 
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that there are some spikes tn thr strlor line eurre!tt. The spikes ~murt Ir IIIIL.T~ clut 
before tile line cumnt ir transformed into d-q *XIS cum,nt. The d and q ;arcs cerretna 
i, and i, arc sllown in  Fig. 6.11 Ih) kmd (u). resp~tlvcly Fmsa ll~eorcttcal ;~!,;tly$is I!, 
Chapter 4, it is known that in  the steady slate Bn. mtor f ~ m c  amwnl i, ibttd i,, .ltr d~ 
quantities. Fig. 6.1 1 lb) also shows !hill the current i, is ~dcally c#ailnrlled ,urn I:ix 
6.11 Id) shows the mtor pos~tion vr time. To avoid d,u pulse cuutntcr wcr  i111w. (lac 
counter is clear4 LO zem i n  every revolution. Thus the rutor porltiou cl~;%nges frcmt 11 t, 
Zr radian. The rotor angular speed is shown in  Pig 6.11 (el. For 36 lir operation. tlru 
correspondenr angular speed ir 113.04 nd.lsrc.. illd Be rotor speed is it180 rpm. 
The rtaning performance o f  thc DSP hascd vector eolllrnl IVMIIS lnt~ur running 
at 36 Hz is shown in  Fig. 6.12. The motor line currrnt id is shown in Fig. 6 I ?  (;I). Is 
the traditional ac synchmnous motor staning pmass. the bqucncy ol lhc st:w,r n;kni~jg 
cumnt is fixed hecause adependr on the frequency 101 the power supply. 'Thi~t~rc:~~ts 1ll;a 
during the sraning pmess, the r p ~ d  of ille muting a i l p c t e  Reld i.i difkmn! l i~)l l l  th 
rotor speed. For rhe vector consol drive. the frequency of the stator cum,ln dcpcmlr 
the mtor speed. With themotor speed increasing, the stator current lbquency iwrritws. 
Thul. the speed of the magnetic field is in synehmnism with the sped ol thc nrtor. Figs 
6.12 (h) and (c) clearly show the ~ r f o n a m r r  of the d-q axis current i., and I,, during 
the suning pmess. The rotor positton and rotor angulrr rpasd resptmrer is a Iitnmiotb 
of time are shown i n  Pig. 6.12 (d) i d  (e), rcspcctivciy. 
Fig. 6.13 shows the steady state prrformmcc of the DSP haad vector ccmtn,l 
PMHS motor at I Hz operation, wirh s companding angular sped crf 3.14 rad.l\cc.. 
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which wprermrr a rmlor speed of30 rpm. The stator line current i, d-q axis currents i, 
and i,,, roer position and rotor angular sped are shown In Fig. 6.13 (a). (b). (c). (d). 
and ic), rcspeclively. Figs. 6.13 (d) and (e) show that the motor speed is quite smooth 
without any axillation. For the rlaning perfamanee of the motor at I Hz. the control 
\yncm lake? rclativcly longer stme ro reach slwdy stare, and the time consrant is too long 
1 0  show my meaningful tramiea sped response at I Hz operation. 
Thc other experimental results rhosing both steady state and mn-up performances 
ror the PMHS motor drive at I2 Hz and 6Q Hz are given in Frgs. 6.14, 6.15. 6.16 and 
6.17. rerprcdvcly. 
Fig. 6 11 36 Hz steady stale performance of tk PMHS tnos,r 
(a1 phase a eurrenI: (bl d-axia eurrca 
(cl q-anis current; id) rotor pusitkm 
(e) mlor speed 
(a) lime Is) lb l  time 1%) 
Pig. 6.12 36 Hz sPRing performance of the PMHS moror 
(a) pharc r current (b) d-axis current 
(e) q-axis current: (d) mror poiltian 
(el mrar meed 
Fig. 6.13 1 Hz steady scale perfomrmc of the PMHS mc>lor 
(a )  phase a cumnt: lh) d-rris curnnl 
(el q-axis current: U) wtor prrtilion 
(e) rotor speed 
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Fig. 6.15 12 Hz Slaning performance of lllc PMllS rnosrr 
(a) phase a current; (h) d-axis surrcnt 
(c) q-axis cumnl; (d) mtor pas~lion 
(e) mlor speed 
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Rg. 6.16 60 Hz steady Stale performance of the PMHS motor 
( a )  phase a current (b) d-axis current 
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Fig. 6.17 60 Hz staning performance o t  Iho I'MIIS mutor 
(a) phase a current; (b) d-axis current 
(c) q-axis currmr: (dl rotor writ i tm 
fe) mlor speed 
6.7 Summary 
In this chapter. Ihr complete experimental drwe ryrrem has hen  described by 
dividing i t  into hadwale desription and software descriptlan. The main hardware of the 
control system. DSPI 102 DSP board. PMHS moror and voltage xlurce invener were 
presented. Specifically, a brief description of the DSP board war given by discussi8xg the 
ilnhitccture and different subsystem of the DSP board. The meawremcnt$ of the mror 
position and stator currents were discussed by describing the optical incremedal encoder 
:and Hall effect current senson. The flaw cnan uF ,lie rotor speed calculation was also 
presented. Finally. the cr~r imcnta i  RSUlls of DSP bnvd PMlIS motor vsnor contml 
system were glven. The motor has been successfully controlled from 1 Hz to 60 Hz. 
Unllke the operation of conventional synchronous motors at low speed. the PMHS 
n>otor drive did l l ~ t  exhibit noticeable instability or orciliation at I Hz operation. This 
is mainly because of the following reasons. First. the rotor hysteresis nng is a butlt-in 
dunper of the PMHS motor. Second, because of the permanent magnets inserted inside 
the ityrlsrrsis ring, the mtor position compared with the ratattng magnetic field is rwed. 
Thid, the design of the PMHS motor drive system which includes the control scheme 
a d  parameters chosen, seems appropriate for the ~ l s t e d  speed range from I Hz to 60 
HZ. 
Chapter 7 
Summary, Conclusion and Suggestions for 
Future Research 
7.1 Thesis Summary and Conclusion 
The cambinationof permanent menet and hysteresis lmrleriillr in Ihc n,tul st ILL. 
hybrid permanent magnet hysteresis synchmnavs IPMHS) motor 1h:nr msny d~slincl 
advantages aver the conventional permanent magnet IPMI or hyrlcrrris molnn. The 
PMHS motor torque consists of the hysteresis torque, eddy currml lorquc and penn:bncnl 
magnet torque. The negative effect of the magnet hrnkr torque of o e~mvustioninl PM 
motor is ideally eompenraled by tho higheddy current and hysteresis t<wqum, plnieul;sly 
at the initial lun-up perid. 11 also has halures such as simple structure high speed 
stability and low noise. This hybrid PMHS motor has g a d  potential Tor ibppliutilmns in 
eleerric vehicles, robotics, p,ym scopes and high pcrform~nce industrial drive^ requiring 
rmoah rmning and quiet operation. 
Because this is a new hybrid synchronous motor. there rcmain many prohicmr lo 
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be (olvrd. wch as lo cslahlirh accurate analytical and control models o f  Ihe PMHS 
molor, to sliminate rmrch coils from the motor stator. ra improve the stability of the 
moarr a, law speed nnge and to use a high speed digltal signal processor for the P M H S  
t"1110' VeFlOI 501r0l. 
Chapter 2 drvclopd a PMHS motor model for appiieatlons of  DSP based vector 
e~mtn,l mcl simulation. The discussion staned sirh ibr introduction of the PMHS motor 
SI~UE~UT~. Baad an the fmNres of chis slruclurc and the madsls of permanent magnet und 
I~yrtem~is. (he magnaic equivalent circuit o f  the P M H S  morar was developed. The 
a,ltitp and flux equalions involved in  developing the electrical rquivalenr cilrutts were 
inlrtl developed in  that chapter. The electrical equivalent cimuitr were prexntd in thc 
rotor fnme d-q axis. An anillylieai model including rho derivation of  slate variable 
equations in time domain was developed. The transient current. torque, speed and flux 
linkages during the starting and synchronizing pmcesr have been calculated by solving 
the srlte variable equations numerically Reasonably good agreements between tbc 
computed and experimental mrults of a 5 hp P M H S  laboratory motor confirm the validity 
o f  !he pmposed analysis. 
Chapter 3 war devoted to the programmed sinuroidal pu la  width modulation 
which was used for P M H S  motor vector control. After briefly reviewing the lheory of 
pulse width modulation. the interpretation of  fhe operation of  the inverter war gained 
thmugh 8 voltage space vector analysis. Next, a detailed analysis of the logic relsrions 
u f  a switchin8 sequence in  two P W M  periods was discussed. Using TMS320P14 D S P  
~~~icrwonrml l r r .  six channel P W M  signals were generated. The gate signals o f  the 
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invener with shwr thmuph delay wrre achieved thrtlugh hardware iogie opmtnm. 
Finally, programmed three-phase riouu~ldnl PWH voltaxe ~ x p ~ r i ~ a ~ ~ ~ t  rusul~.; wen. 
given in different mdulation cases. 
Chapter 4 dcvelopd the ail digilai current contnrller Br lhc i'MllS cndor cirtvr 
system. Because [he convmrional PI nutor liatnr l ~nc  ctlnenx ccmtmlicrs t ~ ~ ~ n x b u c  
unwanted speed dependent coupling lnlo ihr gstcm. I l r re  are ~lugnialde ;t~>d lpini~.w 
errors when rinuroidal commands are applisd to a 1'1 ecmm>llcr. I'hc ;appmrh or 
implemenung the PI  cumnt eonlrollen direelly in 11). mtor l i m e  w;s tiaken her<. 'I'ltt'i 
rrsvllr in  zero steady state error. Becituse the cdrpendcnt collttrrl ol'cl~e field I h ~ r  innd 
toque is required for PMHS motor vector contmt ;applicnrrn. lllr d a ~ ~ t ! p l ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c n ~ l l ~ r  
tranrformed the torque and field flux commn~xds into cqulwlrtlt current c<~alr~:mds tk, 
influence these variables independently. This ir rimitur to !k dc motor drive wllrre liclll 
flux is conlmlled by the fleld rurrcnl and torque hy Ihs armature currmlt. ll\ing lhc 
frequemy domsin appro~ch. the direct a d  quadnture axis eurcnt cr,ntn~itun tvclc 
developed. Based on the current and speed laup rrmsfcr furxlioa. the Rlxlc p b l  ~Icb~gns 
were given. The control algorilhmr were then put tnto :I lbntl lhvt ~ou ld  he itt~plenlemcd 
directly on the real-time digital lyslem. After that. the ;tdvunugrs ;tnd dis;dvn~dibgcs s l  
holh FIRand IIRdigitai fillers wrre discussed, a d  the l irrt order IIR littsr war chorstr 
Finally, an experimental verification of  the algorithm wits c;,rricd oul hy mu;8nliil,g 111s 
rtalor line currents a differrnl frequencies. 
Chapter 5 concentrated on the develapmont o f  the digital spc~rl c~ntmllur lor thc 
PMHS vestor control system. Fin,, the gcncral sxpression or ths dcvclc~p~d I O T ~ U C  cut 
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the PMHS motor was oh ra i d .  Because the drveiaped torque depends an $he amplirudes 
cr l  the simr currents, mtor currcno. and also becaurs of  the nonlinear hystererir a d  
eddy current propenicr. thc prediction of the developed torque of  the PMHS mator is 
quiD eumpiicsed. Recause !he control of rtator current i, to zero was applied, i, war 
thc nnly c~rnlmllahle variable Thus (he arrque equation war similar lo the classical 
lclrquc cxprerrian of  a scpnralely crcllcd dc molar. 
For tho convenience ofcantmlier design. the trsnsfer function war simplified so 
tho1 lhr current control loop was approrimal~d by an inertia eiemsnt wilh equivalent time 
eonslant T,. Tile sped contmilsr derrgn was bawd on the symmsrly optimirarian. Then. 
the Bnde pi01 of hoth the open and closed loop speed conrml rystetn, and the untl step 
wsponxr of the closed rpeed contml system were given. 
The performance of  the speed conroller was then dentonstrated wilh several ml- 
lime rxperimenu. The sped contmller was Shawn to possess the desired characteristics 
in tcrms of rise lime and overshwt. The steady state mtor position and speed responses 
were quite smooth i n  a wide speed range and without any noticeable oscillation. 
Chapter 6 described the mmplete exprimrntal drive SyEtem by dividing it into 
lianlwure a d  roftwnre descriptions. I n  impismenllng this conlml system, the syrrcm's 
moor functions 2nd them interconncctianr were described by means of  functional 
diagram. Then. a brief description of  the syr rm software was presented. The main 
hilrd1vitre of the control system. DSPllOZ DSP board. PMHS motor and voltage source 
invcacr wre presented. Spmifleally. a detailed description of UK DSP board was given 
hy discussing the architecture and different subsystems o f  the DSllOZ DSP board. The 
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measurements of the m a r  position and stator currents were discuss4 hy dercrihlllg !lie 
optical ineremental encodcr and Hall effect ourreut scnrors. Thc flow c11;tn of 11u. rotnr 
speed calculation was also presmtd Finally. the erpcrimelaal rcultr of USi' hued 
P M H S  motor vector control system were given. The sorer wrs conlnllled fra,sl I 11, I,, 
60 Hz IUEF~SELII~. 
The conclusions ofthis tllerir are: 
The transient and steady state performances of currml and \ p d  rh lw t l ~ i ~  tllc 
veetor control of the P M H S  motor has intponant features for smouth and <lute1 opr;ttiou 
over a r i de  speed nnge. The experimental results verified the c~fei.ct#vr.ness of lllc s h a r  
models for a high performance P M H S  motor drive. 
7.2 Contributions 
The major contributions made in  (his thesis can he summarized In thc Iblbwing 
two pns: to prescnt P M H S  motor models for analysls and cosml. :ad to huild :t DSI' 
bared vector control system for the P M H S  motor drive. 
I )  P M H S  motor models for analysis and cunlral 
Bared on the analysis of the permanen8 magnet and lhynuredr mudclr, llw 
magnetic equivalent circuit of the P M H S  motor war drvelopcd. 
The P M H S  motor eleetrieal rquivalcnt eiwuil war prerunl~4. 'Nlc mlor 
hysteresis and eddy currents. which are dimcull to ncecss by mcans ol nutsidc s~mtnrl. 
can he calculated by this equivalent circuit. 
The general expression of the bvrloped torque ot the P M H S  motor wm 
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derived. 'The torque equation war analyzed for the control purpose. 
A lime domtin stare variable mdc l  ofthe PMHS motor for the steady rwre and 
mn-up period war presented. Using the stare variable method, analytical expressions have 
kcin derived. Theoretical prediction for the PMHS motor performance was done by 
*olving Ihc slate variable equations numsricaily. 
?I DSP bared vector cunrml system far the PMHS motor drive 
A programmed sinusoidal puire width modulation has been developed and 
luccersfully operated for PMHS motor vector control syrrtem. 
A DSP hased vector control system for the PMHS motor drive has been built 
and the moror has been controlled fmm I Hz to 60 Hz ruccerrhlly. Exprimenral results 
h o w  lhat the PMHS motor exhibits improved speed slability rrpeclally in  the very low 
spwd nngr. This thesis is the first to develop such a cantml system for the PMHS 
IOtOr. 
7.3 Suggestions for Future Research 
Based on the experience gained from the SNdy that war carried aut for this thesis. 
I few rucommendations far hnhsr research are listed below: 
. The motor w d  i n  this thesis is a laboratory protolype hybrid permanent 
Wagner hysterorir synchronous motor. The design optimization of  the PMHS motor with 
k t l r r  rfticiency nnd toque capabilities is required for drive applications. I t  should be 
unnpkbsired that the motor design is a pn  of the system trade off. For example, selection 
of sin& sped or multiple speed operation would impose different eonrlrainls on motor 
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design. Therefore. the new motor drripn has to he drrit with rr the ry$tmm Icvcl. 
In this application. !he carrollcrs designed ibr<nr!xl rnmitxtl ~)plinting 
parameters are uad  to meet performance sprcificrdons, However. Iond uLngcr. 
temperature variations and ehanping geometry can often diaurb opwlisg codnltons 
enough to compramisr motor perfom;mcr in  tcmw of aruar;ry. spud. ;atd clficictsy. 
Adaptive control in recommended for liture research h c a u o  il esn rrdcrigtt cnsnrllelr 
based an some type of  performance index. and can potentially overc<rmc tlssc pnllr.lnr. 
. The encder used in  this control system presents sevcr;d dtwdv;ns;bg~m f r im 
the standpoint o f  drive cost. size and noise immunity RII tltcre reawnr. ;a c1r:tllcngc 
remains so as lo eliminate chis sensor fmm the motor and to renliu: I eosorlesr eotlm,l 
o f  the PMHS motor. Therotor positton and sprcd will hecr t im~tn l  I'nln, tm line volsgc. 
current and motor parameters. 
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Appendix A 
Design Data of the PMHS Motor 
PMHS motor dimensions :id design Llalit ID jivcn ill 'lidlle A l :  
able A l .  Design di~nensionr ;and m~tcrial pn,pcnicv or the I'MIIS M<,hlr 
stator lnner d i ~ .  1Slmm mtar euar di;aa~etr.r ISlIen~t 
cam length 10Snlm IcngtL of n,tc,r r i q  Ills I),~,I 
num'kr or $lots 48 hystcresbr ring thick~lcrr 16t1,st 
number or poles 4 air g:tp lcngtll 0.33 mm 
numhsr of nlcoil Z7 PM ~nrtcrir i  ~hickmsr 6.2Ss11r 
umber of coils 48 width 01 PM mnerirls 411 el", 
stator coil pttch 1-13 
winding factor 0.829 
type of winding: double layer lap. 
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Pn,pcnier Materrair 
36% Cohalt Steel NdFeB 
mridual llur dennty (kG) 9.60 11.38 
corcivc P~rce IkO,) 0.24 10.84 
~ ~ 0 1 1  pcnncahility 18.00 1.01 
uncrgy product (MOO.) 1.00 31.10 
Tahic A2, The parinrnelecj of  the experimental PMHS motor 
1'~ruaeters Values 
Ststor leakage inductance (H) 0.0086 
Rotor lcakage inductance (H) 0.0070 
Hyacrcsis incremcnlal inductan~c (HI 0.0050 
Rotor lhyrarpsis resistance ($2) 9.8000 
Rotor ddy  current resislance (I)) 18.700 
Pcrmcau: & (H) 0.3403.10" 
Pcrmcance A, (HI 0.3930*104 
Permclnce A., (H) 0.3134*10'6 
Magnaurnotive foree F, (A) 0.9415*10*' 
,:iu 
Appendix B 
The Flow Chart of the State Variable 
Equation 
Fig. 8.1 The flow chan of ~ h c  rule vrriahle cquacicm 
Appendix C 
The Derivation of the Unit Matrix 
rnllowtng is llru dcrivatlcm or the unrlsry nratrir which was mentioned ~n (he 
wclion 4.3 h,r the n:nslr frame vulvagc rnll inle8r:ll equations. 
I+<>", 
[ ;J' [ ;]kg:; ;;,"o] ; [:", ;c;,";] (C. 3 )  
Now ws try in find A. 0. C and D la satisfy 
from (C.41 
= -il.cl s l n ~  
coso 
-CCOSO - "*C1 aizld0 - C O S O  
cos u 
-CCOS'O - U+C) ~ i " ? n  = "o.:o ( / ' . / I !  
Il+Cl c0s'O 1 il+C) s in:o  = 0 
C = -1 
D = 0 
Appendix D 
DS1102 Data Sheet 




Tex;s lnrlrumentr TMS320C31 floating poi", DSP 
running itt 40 Mlln clack rate and 5 0  la cycle time. 
'Two )?-hit on-chip lin~crrisvenl counrcrs. 
On-chip hldirrcr~onal 8 MBaud ser18l link. 
Onship  DMA. 
4 inlcrmpl liner 
128K*32-bit zero wait stale memory. 
ZK'32-bit onsh ip  memory. 
f 10 V input nnge. 
1 0  ps conversion time. 
f 5 mV offset voltage. 
f 0.25 % gain ermr. 
4 p p d K  offset drift. 
25 ppmlK gain drift. 
>80 dB signal m noise mtio. 
L1'O 
f l O  V input r:lnpr 
3 pr convcnton (in. 
f 5 mV offset rulLsgu. 
f0.5 $ g;!m emr.  
1 ppn?IK offset drill 
25 ppmiK gam dnf!. 
>G5 dB signal lo mire r:sic, 
f 10 V output nnne. 
4 ps qeuling tinle. 
+5 mV atkrt ermr. 
f 0.5 lo ~;lin error. 
5 mA output current. 
13 ppm/K offset drift 
25 ppm/K gun drift. 
25 MHz cifrk rate. 160 nr cycle t~mr. 
32-h~r ilrilhmrtic unit. 
4K.16-hit on-chip PROM containing tirmwarr 
4K*16-bit external program RAM. 
256'16-bit on-chip data RAM. 
Bil xiectuhle 16-blt I10 pon. 
'Three stage digital pulse filter. 
4-hit po~itton counter. 
Memory and 110 are accessible by the host even while the DSP is 
DSP-host and host-DSP intermpts. 
JTAG-lnterhce On hoard terr bur controller and emulator connector. 
Requires one half letgtb PC-*lot. 
* 12 V * 5 % .  IW ,,I,\ 
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Appendix E 
Experimental Results of Back emf of the 
PMHS Motor 
IDuring thc \tarling pmccsr. the hysteresis loop sweeps aemrr thc PMHS rotor 
\unl!t 11 rcschcr sy8ichmnuus speed, where the hyrtererir ring acts us though it war a 
pcm1;lnent nxlgnct. Once the rolor re;beher rynehmnous rpeed, hysteresis poles wil l  be 
l iwd o!t tile mtlrr \urfacc. The reiative postlion hetwecn the hyrteresis poirs a d  PM 
piller IS i#t~porirnt lor thc ruccesrfui operation of  the PMHS maror. 
Hg nleilrurinp the elrrtromotivr force (ern0 at different rpscdr. the sweeping rotor 
pnlus during the slrnrng pruccu are observed. The PMHS motor war connected with a 
ctted 3-pha\e. 60 Hz. 208 V ac power supply. The emf is sensed by a search coil which 
ir insenvd inside u l  the sotor slats, ,hen the emf signals are measured by n digital 
<mctllc~ruope. Ihr tmfr arc measured ar different speed during the starting process. The 
lnotclr specdr at which the emf nre mrarured are 0.2 pu. 0.4 pu. 0.6 pu. 0.8 pu. 0.9 pu 
24td 1.0 pu. where pu represent the per unit rpeed which ir 1800 rpm for the Cpoie 
I'MAS motor. During rhc rtaninp prrresr. !he emfs of the PMHS motor at different 
rpccd are shorvn tn Fig. E.I. 
When the rotor is blocked to standnill. and the stator windings are switched on 
~( ' l th  p<~w~rsupply  b r a  rhon rime. !hen the hysteresis pales will be formed on the mtor 
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